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Ambassador Hill Was Late School Board Appointments
in Getting to the
Will Be Made
Later
Depot

De-- 1

RIGHT ROYAL

CARRIAGES

NOT THERE! PRESIDENT

SENA SICK IN BED

Irrigation District to Be Organ, Efforts Fail to Drag It Into Japanese Servant Who Figures Complaint of Shawnee Milling Emperor William Called Away And Other Members 111 or Ab- sent-Hi- gh
in Case Has Disappeared
Ballinger-PinchSchool
Invesized by Farmers Around
by the Death of His
Company of Kansas Is
from City.
Dismissed.
Notes.
Uncle.
Logan.
tigation.
ot

Denver, Colo., May 10. The records
of Mrs. Katherine Wilson and her husband, Ridgeway Wilson, as well as
that of Mrs. Wilson's first husband.
John T. Higginson whom she divorced
nine years ago, are being rigidly investigated by the police in an effort to
find a clue to the mystery surrounding
the murder of Mrs. Wilson. Her body
was found yesterday afternoon jammed in a packing trunk in the basement of the house into which the Wilson's were preparing to move. Mrs.
Wilson was strangled to death, ap
parently with a wet window cloth,
and on her forehead was a strange
jV shaped cut, with cuts running from
jit to the temples. According to neigh-ImorMrs. Wilson on Saturday had a

Des Moines, la.. May 19. Judge ! Berlin May 10. The Roosevelt s ar
The much discussed meeting of the
Smith McPherson, in federal court to rived here early today from Stock-- j school board which was to have been
day, dismissed the complaint ot uie holm. They are guests at the Aiueri-- ! held last night did not take place, for
Shawnee Milling Company of Kansas can embassy. As the result of a se-- lack of a quorum. And so those who
and the Updike Milling Company of ries of misunderstandings, Ambassa-- j are anxious to know who the teachthe: ers will be next year will have to conOmaha, brought in behalf of the West- - dor Hill was late in reaching
ern .Muling Company, asking mat station, while the royal carriages in- trol their curiosity until later in the
transportation lines.
By a vote of 200 to 12G the house
I'nited States District Attorney Tem- tended for the use of the party did week when the board may hold that
today passed the administration railple of Iowa be enjoined from seizing not arrive until the Roosevelt hadj important meeting.
road bill.
Two members of the board showed
the bleached Hour shipped into Iowa. been driven in other conveyances to
Cemetery and Park for Deming.
The court upholds the federal rating the embassy. The representatives of! up at the high school last night, it is
Special to the Xew Mexican.
For some minutes it was
as to bleached flour. The court does the foreign office are great!. y annoyed! said.
over the unfortunate mix-upD.
In thei thought that a meeting might be held.
10
DeleWashington,
C, May
not state whether the Sop process of
absence of Emperor William, who, bur.; It was known that the Hon. Thomas
gate Andrews introduced a bill probleaching flour is injurious, holding for the death
of his uncle, King Ed-- j B. Catron, a member of the board, had
viding that the legislature of New
that question is one for a jury. As to ward, would have
Mexico be authorized to sell to the
personally welconi-- j gone to Washington. Then worn was
nathe right of Congress to enact the
ed the former president, the official received that another member. Dr. J.
village of Deming, section 116, towntional pure food act, the court said:
party of reception was headed by A. Rolls, was sick in bed with a seship 23. south, range 9 west, for cemstates within the last few Herr
"Several
Von Sehoen. secretary of foreign vere cold.
Xews was received that
etery use and park purposes.
years have enacted pure food statutes. affairs. As the Roosevelts
to the president of the board, Hon. Jose
passed
Dragging in Name of Senator Piles.
Japanese helping her prepare the Congress on June 30, 1900, enacted their carriages, they received frequent1 I). Sena was also ill at his home, sufWashington, D. C, May 10. As a house
for occupancy, but no trace of the statutes in question. All these salutations from the throng. One of
from acute indigestion.
And
link in the chain he is attempting to
man
has been found at the em- statutes were enacted to cure evils Mr. Roosevelt's earliest appointments fering
this
take jurisdiction.
another member of the board, Xica-no-r
construct to connect Secretary BalWilson
had
Mr.
Both
well night intolerable that
grown was to consult a throat specialist.
ployment houses.
Baca failed to show up. So there
Will Organize Irrigation District.
langer, with the
and Mr. Higgington were questioned tip during this age of greed and
no chance of getting a quorum
was
to
re
has
Brandeiss
interests, Attorney
lay by the police this morning, but noth- avarice and commercialism, that has HALLEY'S COMET
Hydrographer J. B. Stewart
a meeting to appoint the teaciiers
and
the
name
of
Senator
of
Pi'.es
stream
a
brought
trip
from
measuring
turned
made money getting the prime object
AFFECTS MAN'S MIND. will have to be held later in the week
ing new developed.
to the Canadian in northeastern New Washington into the Ballinger-Pincho- t
of life with so many. It was soon
or next week.
auas
an
the
instrument
to
install
by
investigation
Mexico. He expects
found that the states in some in- Strange Manifestation
Senior Class.
of
Heavenly!
tomatic gauge on that stream at means of which those interests, he
stances were disposed to condone as
Visitor Upon Death of King Ed- - j The members of the Senior Class of
secto
seeks
about
that
of
show,
brought
Logan. The homesteaders
to some articles of manufacture.
the high school are hard at work on
ward and Ascension of George V.
appointment as commissioner
tion are about to organize an irrigatheir play "A Tax on Bachelors"
Thereupon Congress, on the theory of
San
0.
Bernardino,
terCal.,
of
May
the
the
land
office, although the
general
tion district, the first under
an evil of national concern, enacted While
which will be presented Thursday
over
brooding
possible
ritorial law, and will issue bonds committee by a party vote sustained
the statute in question.
night, May 20.
of
the
comet's
Paul
visit,
holdHammerton,
Senator
Sutherland's protest against
which will mortgage their land
It is said that this play will be or"
"Congress is given power to provide a
"rivnir- sheep man and prospector, became
ings, in order to build an irrigation the l.ame nf tlio spnntnr hpinofor the general welfare of the United
interest to woman haters
particular
insane and crucified himself, according
system on the Canadian that will re- ged into" the investigation. Mr. BrafPT
and those who are worshipers at the
if this legislation is sus- to
But
States.
mining men who arrived here with shrine of
deiss was permitted to read a newspa- Collector Loeb Has Not Re tained it is because Congress has the
claim from 50,000 to 100,000 acres.
"Single Bliss." Professor J.
him. Hammerton was found where he A.
account of the celebration of Sen
per
Taos.
Wood spent some time in the high
commerce
at
Court
to regulate
among
His
District
Fraud
laxed
power
Vigilant
had nailed his feet and one hand to school
auditorium this morning going
the several states."
Word comes from Taos that district ator Piles' election held at Seattle on
a rude cross he had erected near a over the
Mr.
which
at
is
1905,
Piles
January,
Investigations
until
court will be in session probably
play with the actors and actgold claim last Friday.
as saying: "Charley Sweeny
quoted
resses.
cast will be announced
The
21.
or
20
OF
CERTIFIED
FORGERY
May
brought about my election." Sweeny
Although he was suffering intense later.
CHECK AT TAOS BANK.
Equipping District Clerk's Office.
is the president of the Federal Smelt- EVERY BRANCH
UNDER FIRE
agony, Hammerston pleaded with his
Junior Orations.
Seligman Brothers Company have
to
rescurers to let him remain in his
The Junior class will give a number
the
GugCompany,
ing
subsidiary
the
to
equip
leen given the contract
Passed on the Young Men's Christian
of orations, during
the commencespiked imprisonment,
district clerk's office in the new court genheim syndicate and is one of the
at Denver The
Association
j
ment week and while all of the subSince the visit of Comet
house with steel files, filing cases and Cunningham claimants. Mr. Ballinger More Dismissals Are Anticipated
Amount was for $215.
Hammerton has been much alarmed jects are not known it is said that
and Excitement Runs
other equipment, and the work will said he was present as the mayor of
of a certified check for $2 in and when he learned that the earth orations on woman suffrage will be
Forgery
renot
did
but
recall
the
Seattle,
....
he rushed to completion.
v
on the State Savings Rank of Taos, was
High.
marks.
scheduled to pass through the "prominent," for and against. Just
Educational Trip Concluded.
and the obtaining of that amount of tail of
Halley's comet, his mind gave what the members of the Junior class
Asking About Their Lands.
Superintendent of Public Instruction
10. That Collector money in Denver on the same is the way and he believed that the end of think as a body, of woman suffrage is
Xew
York,
The
May
of.
(house
a
series
home
returned
adopted
has
today
E.
Clark
James
not generally known, but as usual, it
watch over the cus- - sensation of the week throughout Taosi the world was at hand.
from an educational trip during which, resolutions calling on the war depart Loeb's vigilant
is said, there are boys in the class
was valley.
not
relaxed
toms
has
here
service
ment
for
to
as
information
a
Glowed
l,
Like
Ball.
the
Red
actual
Patten-gilR.
W.
Prof.
in company with
who
will oppose it and girls who will
un- announcement
A
was
when
evident
the
of
clever
Xew
of
forgery
piece
the
10.
today
friar
That Halley's
York, May
Philippine
most of the more important towns purchasers
came of twelve additional suspensions, earmeci nere last .uonaay, ana it re- - COmet behaved itself in aii unusual defend it from the rostrum.
under
lands
the
Mindoro
of
the
'Profesguise
visited.
of the territory were
mained for A. Clarence Probert, cash- - manner just about the time of the r
sor Pattengill is now on a similar Development Company which Repre- the result of fresh investigations.
Xine of the suspended men are inof
of the State Savings bank to dis- cension of King George V. is the re- JEFFRIES GIVEN BLACK
Martin
sentative
Colorado
claims
at
trip in Arizona, speaking tonight
was backed by the American Sugar spectors. All were formerly engaged cover the perpetration of the double port of scientists in Bermuda,
EYE BY TRAINER.
Tucson. He will return to devliver
brought
in weighing importations of sugar, crime of forgery and the obtaining of here by wireless from the
Refining
Company.
address at the
steamship
the commencement
figs and cheese. There was mucin ex- money under false pretenses, when a Bermudiaa at sea. According to the Big Pug Is Apparently Not in Good
Taft's Latest on Statehood.
New Mexico Colloge of Agriculture
men
hundred
the
four
citement
among
Form Joe Gans III With
President Taft in an address at
forged certified check reached that dispatches, the comet on the night of
and Mechanic Arts at Mesilla Park on
employed in that branch of the serv- bank on May 2. Some sharp crooks the death of
X. J., last evening said:
Tuberculosis.
Passaic,
and
the
Edward
King
19.
May
"You have been doubtless advised ice when the suspensions were ana
blank
check
of
the
cension
his
of
became
printed
visible in
son,
Incorporation.
nounced. Every branch of govern- - State
Ben Lomond, Calif., May 10. JefcerSavings bank evidently because Bermuda at 2 o'clock in the morning
Incorporation papers were filed y by your newspapers that there is
under
is
ment
in
the
employment
port
fries
is nursing a black eye, the result
Taos
a
not
on
is
located
and
.
in
.
tain
a
railroad,
legislation pending
and decidedly red tinge was noted in
Congress
tu
by the Cimarron Water Company
of his unsanitsfactory mill with Bob
in
used
which
in
it
Colo,
a
the
Denver,
successfully
administration
At
tail.
12:30
has
its
fort
the
that
Colfax
night
county, capitalizof Cimarron,
are expected.
The check was cashed by the Denver at Hamilton, Bermuda, began to fire Armstrong yesterday. His lip is also
ed at $00,000, divided into GOO shares, very intense interest, growing out of
Young Men's Christian Association, a salute of 101 guns in honor of the split and bled continually while he
but beginning business with $2,000. the fact that it was promised by the TEN THOUSAND MEN
made out payable to bearer and ung- As the last report died away and his sparring partner were
"The incorporators and directors are: platform of the Republican party and
AT SALMON FISHING being
each other. Jeffries displayed
has
been
Presisigned
recommended
by J. E. Smith, and endorsed the observer saw a sudden flaring up
the
by
of
Cimarron,
George H. Webster, Jr.,
Spokane, Wash., May 10. Ten thou
E.
J.
?21a. The at the end of the comet's tail. The none of the cleverness shown on Sat- for
by
Smith,
Jr.,
10 shares; Elmer E. Studley, of Raton, dent to Congress, and I feel as if it sand men with $4,500,000
of
worth
un9 shares, and William C. Hoffman, of might not be without some use for eauinment are working at various forger was a slick one. He presented head also glowed like a hall of red urady. The trainers say that his
morn
the
in
road
work
hard
me
thus
check
in
the
to say what the condition of the
usually
Denver, April 23,
fire.
Cimarron, 1 share.
points along the Columbia, Willamette
him nine days start before the j por flve minutes, the phenomenon ing was responsible for his lack .of
legislation is and what the prospect is and Clackamas
rivers in Washington giving
Insurance Company Coming In.
inden- - asted and was seen by a hundred
of its passage.
ginger.
nnA Hronn wliprp fht cnlmnn season check reached the final point of
papers
Application for admission
Taos.
at
the
"In
first
bill
the
place,
grant- opened on May x .Fishermen returning
groes at work on the docks. They Prize Fighter III With Consumption.
was made today to Superintendent of
numbered it "SG" were overcome with terror. They fell
The
Baltimore, May 10. The fighting
Insurance Jacobo Chaves by the ing statehood to Xew Mexico and Ari - to Spokane report that not in 20 years with a forger had
of Joe Gans, former light weight
days
had
and
to
the
machine,
some
House
and
months has there been such a run of flsh as
numbering
pray,
0n their knees
began
Southwestern Surety and Insurance zona, passed
of the world, are probably
champion
its
a
rubber
had
- j
was
is
Senworld
it
made,
still
end
but
the
stamp
in
that
the
of
the
ago,
bearing
pending
1910
thinking
tWg year which means that the
Company of Denison, Texas.
over.
The
unnegro is a victim of tuberis
which,
however,
ate. Objection was made to the bill
certification,
coming.
'
pack win be largest in the history 0f like the one used
Board of Pharmacy Meets.
culosis and he has been ordered to go
the
State
the
Savings
connected
as
by
nouse
strange
persons
to
Many
it
uie
passeu
in
searegard
the industry. The opening of the
The territorial board of pharmacy
bank. Attached to the certificate was light with the death of King Edward. to Arizona in an effort to regain his
met at Las Vegas yesterday and will certain provisions as to elections son marks the end of a bittle fight a
lost health.
not between the authorities of Oregon
forged signature of Henry Gonzales'
meet nt TJntnn tndtiv and tomorrow which disfranchised Mexicans
Johnson's Followers Well Pleased.
as
IN
BIG
name
COEUR
assistant
of
cashier
the
PROFIT
bank,
at Tucumcari on Friday. At Las speaking English, who had hereto- and the fishermen, in which Master
and
San Francisco, May 10. Jack JohnD'ALENE DISTRICT.
and the criminal had also used a
'
fore by reason of length of residence,
Fish Warden McAllister was the vicVegas the following applicants were
son's followers are well pleased with
"Xot
the
words,
bearing
examined for certificate: Fred J. Gey-'er- , acquired under previous laws, the tor. He has dispatched two boats to
dollars." One Mining Property That Has Paid the showing made by the fighter in
Las Vegas; Henry Swain, Wagon right of suffrage. There is some dif patrol the streams in that state, and over two hundred and fifty
the opening work out yesterday.' All
More Than Eleven Million
was
the same
Mound; S. P. Redman, J. L. Grant, ference, too, between the houses as it is given out that arrests will follow The protectograph die
tttiat the negro will have little
agreed
Dollars in Dividends.
:and W. L. Powell, Albuquerque; and to the provisions made in respect to and violations of the law, which pro- face as that used by the savings bank
in removing the surplus
difficulty
10.
Statecut
Wash.,
that it
May
Spokane,
deeper into the pathe public lands and the payment of vides that
C. E. J. Crawford, Las Vegas.
the long training intermust cease at 6 except
weight
during
fishing
Aside from the fact that "J. E. ments field with the assessor of Sho- val
the debts of the territories.
the fight. For the first two
before
o'clock every Saturday evening and per.
Penitentiary Commissioners.
shone
show
the
that
account
with
county, Idaho,
Smith" never had any
"There is a hesitation on the part not resume until
weeks Johnson proposes to put on
The board of penitentiary commiso'clock the follow- the State
Savings bank, the forgery, total net profits of the mines in the gloves three times a week. Later on
:
Aa 1,
sioners met yesterday with all the of Republicans in the Senate to pass : ct .
.
nno wae
evening. iuc mwa uj. tiic
emnnth Coeur d'Alene district were approximembers present as follows: J. H. a bill which is so likely to add four staieauuuj
he wi!l increase this to four times.
,
uu uul cuvei me inuiourcuoi ,
v
t
riT,i
mately $2,000,000 in 1909, four of the
to
Democrats
or
if not
the Senate,
Vaughn, president; Charles F. Easley,
were
Clackamas rivers, but they
chief companies reporting as follows: DR. B. C. HYDE COMsecretary; D. T. Hoskins of Las Ve-- , Democrats, , Republicans of that radical llosed tQ flshemen from March 1 to watchful eye.
M.
Y.
was
Federal
cashed
check
the
The
by
Mining and Smelting Comout
are
of sympathy
PLETES HIS TESTIMONY.
entirely
gas; Jose Ortiz y Pino of Galisteo; J. type that
May 1, to keep faith with the fish au- C. A., "J. B. Perkins, treasurer," and pany, Mace mine, $4G9,155.70; Ward-ne- r
Smitfli Lea of Roswell, and Cleofes with the more conservative notions of
the state of Washington.
thorities
of
Bunker Hill Used
mines, $350,678.54;
turned in to the United States NaRomero,
Routine the east.
Cyanide to Kill Insects, Clean
superintendent.
tional bank of Denver, and sent from and Sullivan Company, $575,547.30;
business was transacted and a thor"Still there is a promise in the WOOL MARKET CONTINUES
Nitrate of Silver Stains and
there to the First National bank of Al- Hercules Mining
Company,
for Disinfecting.
ough inspection made of the institu- platform distinct and clear, that this
DULL AND HEAVY.
collection to the First
Hecla Mining Company,
for
buquerque
tion, which was found to be in excel- bill shall pass, and I am very anxious
Boston, May 10. Interest in OreThe Morning mine at Mullan
of Raton, and thence
lent condition. The advertisement that the party shall meet its obliga- gon
Kansas City, May 10. After emholds the attention of the National bank
was
bank
to
State
the
for bids for supplies for the next six tions in this regard, and enact, the local staple
the
forwarded
only big producer worked at a phatically denying Ihe ever poisoned
Savings
wool market. Others lines conloss last year, the net amount of ex- any one of the
months were authorized and the con- necessary legislation. I do not think tinue
Swope family or any
dull and weak. Some heavy of Taos for credit.
Mr.
the
tracts will be awarded at the next that I shall be disappointed."
of
detection
The
by
forgery
penditures over receipts being placed other person, Dr. B. C. Hyde today
sales of Oregon at 63 cents scoured
meeting on June 3. The petitions for
Wlien the president .said he hoped are reported and it is estimated that Probert will probably lead to some at $58,822. The Bunker Hill and Sul- completed his direct testimony in bis
parole were examined and all passed that the passage of the statehood b... two and a half million pounds are quick and successful detective work livan and the Hercules companies also trial for murder. Dr. Hyde acknowlor denied with one exception.
would be marked up in heaven to now in the market awaiting buyers. on the part of the American Bankers' spent large amounts in improvements edged that he had purchased cyanide
The following resolutions relating the credit of the Republican party, a Several lines of unwashed
Ohio De- Association, and the county authori- and repairs. The dividend of the Bun- of potassium capsules but said he
to James Wallace Raynolds, deceased, voice from among the diners said:
laine at 26 cents and quarter blood at. ties have also been notified and are ker Hill and Sullivan mine for May used the drug to kill insects, clean
late superintendent of the Xew Mexiwas $81,750, the largest paid in several nitrate of silver stains from his hands
"It's needed."
29 cents are moving, while occasionworking on the case.
co penitentiary, were unanimously
The loss, of course, falls on the years. The property has paid
and to disinfect towels in his office.
"Yes," remarked the president, al transactions in clothing territory at
adopted:
amid- laughter, "we are struggling to 22 in the grease aTe
in dividends since becoming a Some of the cyanide witness said, disShear- Young Men's Christian Association of
reported.
Whereas on March 10th, 1910, near make headway there."
being that shipper and now occupies the 11th appeared the same time that Dr. E. L.
ing is well under way throughout the Denver, the probabilities
Tucumcari, N. M., while en route to
President Taft yesterday sent to west, but there are no eastern buy- the swindler has used the cloak of re-- place among dividend paying mines Stewart took germs from the office.
Excelsior Springs, Missouri, for recu- - the senate the nomination of
Lucy P. ers in the middle west. Pulled wool ligion to ingratitate himself Into the in the United States. The claims on Dr. Hyde said as early as August,
Waring for the position of postmis- is dull and the demand for the foreign good graces of that useful and " estim-- 1 which the mine is located were dis- 1908, he had planned to experiment
(Continued on Page Eight.)
tress at Aztec, San Juan county, N. M. product is limited.
with various kinds of germs. '
covered by a mule.
able organization."

Suit was brought today in the district court for Santa Fe county by
George H. Taylor of Chicago, against
the board of county commissioners of
Santa Fe county, for $2,400 defaulted
interest coupons and $:5i:i.i)2 interest
on these, on refunding bonds issued in
1885 to take up warrants owed by
the county.
Water Applications Rifused.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan today refused to giant the threw
applications for waters on the Rio
Lucero, Taos county, of Vie Taos Valley Land Company, Ma! quias Martinez and'H. F. Robinson for the Pueblo Indians, upon the gnund, that although there is surplus water available, yet, a recent court decree distributed all the waters of the Lucero
and the engineer threfore declines to

Washington, May 10. By a vote of
to 100 the house today defeated
the amendment to the railroad bill offered by Mr. Mann of Illinois, authorizing the acquisition by railroad companies of the stock of
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Imperiai
Jersev Cream

SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES

nmiv Rnimn iid
UltiLi nuunu ui .

,
powthe
Allen's
der. H cures painful, smarting, nervous feet and instantly takes the sting
SEA LURE.
out of corns and bunions. It's the
(l!y Chin It on Lawrence Edhohn.)
greatest comfort discovery of the age.
makes light or newAllen's Foot-EasToday the sr'.i run .s from me with
smile,
shoes feel easy. It is a certain cure
O'er t'oaiu while shoulder Hung; a for sweating, callous,, swollen, tired,
dare it seems
aching feet. .Always use it to Break
To follow. Hark! Her song is wov- in New Shoes. Try it today. Sold
en themes
By mail for 27, cents in
everywhere.
Yhich called the mast-bounmariner, stamps. Don't accept any substitute.
the while
For FREE trial package, address Allen
He strained his bonds; 'tis siren's S. Olmstead, Le Roy, X. Y.
lure and giuie.
From Hying helm fall gifts of pearl;
there gleams
Her pearly foot on path to Port of
Dreams,
To Avalou and purple sundown isle.
that means comfort
Perfect
But as the world old runes chimed
.
Denver, Colo., May 10. Fore- .1
high' and sank;
and coolness custom style mat
"What hollow death note fell, what N east for New Mexico:
Partly
smothered roar?
cloudy tonight and Wednesday X
gives a smart, dressy effect.
Yhat form, by flutt'ring garments X with stationary temperature.
hid before,
You are sure or getting
Leaps out ? From shoulder poise to
Williams & Rising's Ad Attention
flank
tense drawn
both these features in your
is called to the change of advertiseThe line of crouching leopard! And ment of Williams & Rising, the livj
the shore
summer footwear if you
erymen who have something interIs red with thai spilled draught where-froto
say.
esting
she drank.
come to us for a pair of
You Can't Buy Anything With MonSmart Set.
ey Spent So the United States Bank
and Trust Company would have you
Marriage License Issued At Las save it, and tells you in a special acl- Vegas yesterday a marriage license vertisement in today's New Mexican
was issued to Carlota Romero, aged ins( what a dollar saved everv dav for
a year will do.
.17, and Meiiton Apoaaca, aged 24.
insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
of
Healthseeker George
Death
A Chance to Buy Shoes As told in
the
and
new Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
may be
Hahn, aged 4K years, who came to a display advertisement in today's is- - custom
Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the rest.
styles.
Las Vegas fourteen years ago froin sue Santa Feans have an excellent
Nebraska for his health, died yester- - chance to buy shoes for there will be
a special sale tomorrow of that mueih
day.
Death of Sister of A. Staab "Word needed article at the Spot Cash Store
was received here this week by Alex of which M. W. Travis is the proprieand (Jerson Gusdorf of the demise of tor- Saw Halley's Comet Several Santa
their aged mother, who lived in Dortmund, Germany, bcr death occurring Feans arose at 3 o'clock this morning
nil U.X UJ1MI IIIM
April IT. She was a sister of A. Staab, to see Halley's comet and declared
saw
it
and saw it plainly.
that they
of Santa Fe." Taos Valley News.
Some days ago when the moon was
Died of Ptomaine
Poisoning Jolm
rVTVimioll IntoU- - nf TVmvor Pnlmniln "l1 several people arose early but de
albut for the past few months living in clared that they missed the comet
San Juan county, died at Aztec of pto-- j though the moon was "most beautiComet enthusiasts say that the
maine poisoning. He was to have been ful."
married on May 15 to Miss EWiel Tier moon to them is most beautiful when
endt at Denver, a daughter of a for it is in total eclipse.
Governor Prince to Make Address
mer mayor of Durango.
Rosie Jhe Socorro School of Mines will hold
Woman Dies on Train-M- rs.
lts commencement exercises
Thurs-Zurbuchen, who had been in Albu- 19 anJ the Hon- L- - Bradford
querque for several months for herj(,a5' Ma'
health, died on the Santa Fe train at!P',nce- has ,)e()n asko'l t0 (ltliver the
,ue s'auuaung ciass. ne
Las Vegas vesterdav. She was on fuu,ras
her way home to Alta Vista, Kans nas consented on account of his early i '!
in the institution to t'he erec-- '
with her husband. She was 4.; years Minterest ...1,
.
:
.
.i
i, lle
ul
very active.
of age nd besides her husband leaves
enorts as governor in is,S9 and 1S90.
five children.
He will make on trip covering the two
Smallpox Near Roy "Smallpox is commencements at Socorro and Albu-- j
again starting near Roy. Several querque where he will also deliver a
cases have been reported and are now commencement address.
closely watched, the same being the
Killed Three Bears "C. B. Ruggles ;
case with those who have been exfrom Pot creek Saturday
returned
posed to the disease. Many people with three more
trophies of the hunt,
near here are becoming frightened but
(his time having bagged Mr. Bruin, or
there is not much need of being so, as rather
Mrs. Bruin and two yearling
all cases at present are attended by Cllh
.1 n
t To IHIlafl n liloT.- ltnn.
'T.V'
he
competent pl.ysicians."-TSpringer
," , "
i ui u
w,
VllUS
lilt'
UfUlft
vi
News.
black and the other a cinnamon. Rug-Death of
Industrial Teacher
lp haA
Thomas W. Enos, the past eight years that he
not soon foret while
HRKiHTKX up yon r house, 'Whnt's the use of living unless you enjoy life!
teacher at the U. S. Indian trylng to make ,t easier for the (los?g
': industrial
Industrial school, died of heart failure to tnlw thfi animali it tlll.ned quickiy
GOOD paint will also keep youi'lionse f romi'rotting, It is nn investment
as well as a luxury.
at five o'clock this morning, after and struck h,m a Wow Qn the Bnoulder
ASK your good wife if she doesn't want the house newly painted, You
tnree weeics illness wnn organic neari. 1nat sent njm reeling several feet
owe something to her. Konily, lion't you?
trouble. He was aged ot years and away. The bear showed fight and
came here from Provo, Utah, where he wanted to follow
up his advantage,
had a farm, and entered the Indian but the dogs were too
i'hone
I'hone If it's Hardware
We have it. No.
quick for him.
14,
service here. Mr. Enos was a native
UI Illinois.
IMlSSauein
Wlie.
niS
lmntorV cf vlQ
aovoval Tans ,0r.nl.
I'jnos, a daughter, Fern, and a son, regaled themselves this week on bear
Ralph survive him. Funeral services meat, which proved as toothsome as
will be held tomorrow afternoon at corn fed
pork. Mr. Ruggles will have
2:30 o'clock at the Indian school and tw-AND RETAIL
or the specimens put tinder the
interment will be made in Fairview taxidermist's art, and used to adorn
cemetery. Mr. Enoa was a member of his place. The third hide will be tan-RATON
the Modern Woodmen who will have ned for a rug." Taos Valley News.
YANKEE
!
charge of the funeral. Mr. Enos was
CERRILLOS
Climbing Up the Seventies Thej
an efficient public servant, and had
some steady climbing up
did
mercury
the respect and esteem of all who the
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smitbirg Coal: Steam Coal.
seventy ladder yesterday and
knew him.
reached 76 degrees at 3:40 p. m., he
Sawed Wood and KindliDg.
minimum (having been 47 degrees atj
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Near A. T. & 8. F. Depot.
4:10 a. m. The relative humidity for
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
85
the day was 20 per cent. The temTelephone 85
Telephone
by local applications, as they cannot perature at 6 o'clock this morning was
reach the diseased portion o the ear. 51 degrees and the usual sunshine was
There is only one way to cure deaf absent until about 10 a. m. It is said
ness, and that is by constitutional that 0ld Sol is jealous of the Halley
remedies. Ueatness is caused by an demonstration in the heavens over
inflamed condition of the mucous lin- which Santa Feans are losing their
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When morning sleep. A year ago today the
(INCORPORATED)
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb- maximum was 69 and the minimum 47
Room 19 Catron Block, Santa. Fe, N. M.
or
8S
sound
and
with
cent
of
sunshine.
ling
imperfect hearing
degrees
per
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
Does a general ABSTRACT. REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE busiLes
Nearly Every Man and Woman at
the result, and unless the inflamma- one time or another has printing to be
loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
4 9fl ftflfl nfl to
tion can be taken out and this tube re- done and if the work is to be first
:
U,UUU.UU at iow rate of interest
stored to its normal condition, hear- class the New Mexican job printing
ing will be destroyed forever; nine department can fill tlhe bill. Why get
cases out of ten are caused by Ca- printing that isn't first class, any way,
tarrh, which is nothing but an inflam- since appearance today is of such
ed condition of the mucous surface.
WATCHES
DIAEflOKPg
Qm
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
MANUFACTURER OP
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
tit Price
lf
tin Tested and H
AN
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cirFitted by
Good
Right
culars, free.
Methods
SorviM
Right
&
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
China and
Cut
Sold by all druggisti, 75c.
Telephone No 140 Red
SANTA FE, N. M.
t.
Francisco
San
345
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiwigiiaiiiiw
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
pation.
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line! the rigors of a winter were (:
morn ins; and evening and serving unite
to bear.
'hat is ery rich.
-.
T'n.The Proof is in Santa Fe Almost at
New Mexico Military Institute
Nor were ihese rigors so severe'
following is a typical ease: .Mr-Your Door.
A.
tind
to
!:.
was suddenly startled
mislit be supposed. And "gradual
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Hint h- -r weight was forty pounds
of an Adirondack sanitorium can i s
"Tht
Weit Point of th Southwett."
HEALTH
The public statement of a Santa Fe
f.v that it is possible to sleep in a it
She was coimhini;
Officers
Detailed by War Department
Army
citizen is in itself strong proof fori
and s(k,ii iuld a very proius
peiature well below zero with enii
RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
Army
Inspectors
;
Santa Fe people, but confirmation
ot
con; fort. I wore no
froin the lungs that cam.'
"A."
strengthens the evidence.
Rest Cure, Out Door Life and any sort, day or night. Durins iIm lak- h- h.-- life. She at once btan
Here is a Santa Fe citizen who tes- Through Academic course, preparing young
wllilP ,ro'',ea
in b(,(1 r,:llii"--iVlU- K tile lis of the milk stripping aff-t,ay'
StriDDines Are
men for college or for bulhes life. Great
tified years a.2.0 that Doan's Kidney
lt W()rp a nuntl4r-- j.tcket ined with tile lie, ori'liage was stopped, and after
Pills relieved sick kidneys and now
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
ten or tiiteeu days she found thai, sle?
Recommended
sheepskin, in addition to a
states the cure was permanent. Can
of any Military School In the Union. Located
er. On cold days I could turn the col had rained nearly a pound a day. she
oa the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
any sufferer from kidney ills ask bet-lar 'ibovp my ears. At night, the pillow- was so. in able to get out of bed and
ter proof? You can investigate. The i HOW TUBERCULOSIS IS CUBED below and the blankets above afforded go around the bouse. She continued
?pot of the West at an e'evatior, of 3,700
case is right at home.
to
her
as
1
beand
this
gain
feet above sea level, g'lushlne every day, bLi
mention
quite
rapidly;
ample protection.
.'
Lino Romero, Palace avenue, Santa
.
cause the fresh air benefited my scalp weight and strength increased her
tttie rain or snow during session.
Fe, X. M.. says: "I know that Doan's
of One of the Great as well as my lungs. My hair thicken- 'cough decreased. When she had gainEleven Officers. and Instructors, all graduExperience
Kidney Pills fulfill the claims made for
ed thirty pounds
about
in
three
ed
perceptibly.
from stardard
ates
eastern colleges. Ten
Army of Lungers.
them. If I were not confident of this
months, her cough left her. I had her
V.WV.
of
middle
my
Hy
heated, light
the
.May,
furnished,
thoroughly
buildings,
fact, I could never have been induced j
an extent continue the same diet for six or eight
healed
to
had
such
In all respects.
lungs
modern
edjand
to give this remedy my endorsement.) (By One Getting Well in the World's
that mv phvsician could hardly detect weeks longer; she gamed ten pounds
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
There was a dull ache in the small of j
Work.)
it more ;iini then would not take on
moisture.''
:any
cough,
though
My
a
G,
me
Hamlifoo, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
for longj t Ht mv waniinff before tn,orcIo.
my back that bothered
'
had not wholly disappeared was corn-- more flesh. Hy that time she was as
2
;
W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
Treasurer;
Jj
time and had by spells been the cause sis was wrv ,ai. advant.ed
conwell as slie ever had been, and
ln the
weight had
A FloUy
of my laying off from work for two orjsprinR of 1904 j was drafled ,nto t))(i paratively infrequent. My 130
were
tinued
well
the
after
strippings
to more
increased from less than
For particulars anl Illustrated catalogue
three days. Doan's Kidney Pins, pro army of health-seekerordered west. than ISO pounds. Even to so enthu- discontinued.
&
Co.'s
cured at Stripling, Burrows
the
She
As a member
address.
no
after
medicine
took
of that great army, siastic an advocate of the rest-curCOL. JAS. W. W1LLSON.
drug store, brought me entire relief whose forces are chiefly concentrated as f had become, it seemed rather ab- hemorrhage was stopped except a litbackand the few slight attacks of
in or near the cities and towns of eastsome other digestive
and
Superintendent.
' tle pepsin
to
to
time
all
continue
surd
my
spend
ache I have had since then have quick- ern Colorado, New .Mexico and Arizo- in bed.
and a simple remedy to ease the
alI
will
ly yielded to this remedy.
na, I was in no way remarkable. My
Little by little, very cautiously, Ij cough.
I do not remember
ways hold a high opinion of Doan's experience was typical of that of thouany ease that folI still!
have
habits.
normal
resumed
lowed
Kidney Pills."
the directions strictly that was
sands of others. I became familiar
spend a good part of the day in the not cured.
Mr. Romero save the above testi- in Wyoming,
Arizona
and
Colorado,
open air and sleep in my porch no
monial in January, 1907, and when in- California, in boarding-houses- ,
health-resort- s
I have found the same
diet, when
one who has accustomed himself to re-- j
1909.
29.
said:
on
he
June
terviewed
out careand sanatoria with most of
were
above
carried
directions
ever
111
the open will
"I can speak as highly of Doan's Kid- the conditions which are
con- treslung sleep
to
in
successful
increasing
fully,
likely
equally
red urn to a stuffy chamber.
ney Pills now as vben I publicly en- front the health-seeke- r
run
in the west. I willingly
Three
lexaminations of my the weight and strength of those
laboratory
dorsed them two and a half years ago. was fortunate
ad- to
other
from
down
and
debilitated
enough
sputum, at. intervals of more than a
This remedy always gives me the de- vice almost at the outset get good
(practically month, have failed to discover any tu-- j causes.
sired benefit when use it."
with regard to the dangers of over-- !
Open Air Life Prevents Cancer.
berclo bacilli. For the first time in
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
TO
exertion), and was sensible enough to five years, it seems reasonable to hope
"Is cancer on the increase?''
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, heed it.
My misfortune did not inso
This
asked,
I
resume
can
frequently
before
question,
for
that,
United
the
New York, sole agents
safely
long
volve others, and I was free from ser-- !
is generally answered in the affirma
a moderately active, if somewhat
States.
ions financial worry. I had inherited
J
tive. In the medical profession and
signifi-In
the
and
life.
name
Doan's
estimating
Remember the
a rugged constitution and was blessed
cance of this statement it should be among the people the belief is prevatake no other.
with an almost perfect digestion.
borne in mind that when my real rest- - lent that cancerous diseases are on the Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fsrgo
Everything considered, I was fighting cure began, mine was not an
increase. This belief is based chielly
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
under
favorable auspices.
on statistical data furnished by the
four
an
case
of
but
advanced
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
advanced
and
most
civilized
a
MONEY
highly
During the struggle of four and
ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
and a nalf vears' standing. Both lungs
nan years, the advantage was some-- j were widely involved. Neither the countries of Lie world, and seems con
the United States. Canada. Mexico
MASONIC.
times against me. At last, however, in "opsonic" treatment nor the hygienic clusive. A year ago the Pathological Payable
a
report that
and ail Foreign Countries.
the fall of 190S, the disease seemed methods learned in a first-clas- s
sana- Institute of Berlin issued
Montezuma Lodge No about to win a definite victory. I had torium had availed nermanentlv to the mortality from cancer had, since
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
4 to 14 per cent
1, A. V. & A. M. Reg by 110 means given up the fight, but onocfc the progress of the disease 1!S7.", increased from
in
The
general's
Germany.
registrar
ular communications my last relapse had been of longer Neither my physician nor any one else
"
first Monday of eacl duration and my recovery was less hoped more from my novel experi- report of vital statistics for England
inai montn
masonic naj' elastic. One or two more relapses, ment than that it might prolong my and Wales in 190S showed a great
at 7.30 t,. ia.
and the final phase would undoubtedly life for a time. Any ultimate recovery crease in the mortality from cancer,
and in a special investigation, embracH. H. DORMAN,
set in.
seemed out of the question. It is true
different countries (includMaster.
Acting
It was certain that I had "worn out" that my ultimate recovery is not yet ing twenty
our
it is the expressed belief
own)
ing
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
the climate; yet to move into a "less assured. Serious imprudence, like un- that the disease shows a tendency to
favorable" climate would, according due exposure resulting in a hard cold, increase in recent years. There is
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, to the
general opinion, be equivalent might bring on a relapse which would an
in women under
R. A. M.
Regular con- to suicide. Yet, though I was plainly speedily undo a year's progress. The 55. exception to tnis
of
second
vocation
Monday
on the decline, I had not yet reached fact remains, nevertheless, that the
Switzerland and the Netherlands are
each month at Masonic the
where the doctor suggests chances, instead of being almost hope- the only countries out of the twenty
stage
m.
at
7:30
Hall
p.
as tactfully as possible that perhaps lessly against me, seem now decidedly which show a greater mortality than
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
the patient would be better off at in my favor.
England and Wales, yet the mortality
.ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
If absolute rest under the condi- in these countries is less, in the prime
home, where he could be made more
tions which I have described could ac- of life in diseases of the kidneys,
comfortable.
Santa Fe Commandery No.
complish this result for me, what heart and brain (apoplexy) than in the
in
bed
to
to
were
instructions
of
in
My
go
1, K. T. Regular conclave
in each and stay in bed, through the coming might not be hoped from it in the case United States.
fourth. Monday
The twelfth census in the United
of one whose disease is still
month at Masonic Hall at winter at least, in the open air.
States, 1900, shows a marked decrease
I lost no time about it. While a
7:30 p. m.
in the general mortality list, but an
RIGHT.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
sleeping porch was being built
equally marked increase in the morSelf-Cur- e
With
Cream.
Fresh
second-storGRIFFIN, Recorder.
chamber in the
ing a
distality from cancer as in the above
(By Dr. B. J. Kendall.)
i cat ui LUC UUUOC, 1 WU.S lllBLaUfU Oil 1
ease. Every source of information
Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. 1 side piazza, where privacy was se-- ;
a
"The cure of tuberculosis is ques- shows the
Don Caspar Avenue
same increase throughout
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted cured by means of portable screens. tion of nutrition; digestion and assimworld.
The
civilized
the
gengreat
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets My meals were served in the house, ilation control the situation; make a
eral decrease in the United States is
on the third Monday of each month but I spent
twenty-thre- e
hours patient grow fat and the local disease due chiefly to the lessened mortality
nearly
rat 7:30 o'clock in the evening in a
day in bed. The same regime was may be left to take care of itself."
in children under 5 years of age.
.Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. continued when I ' moved
Dr. William Osier.
into
my
20 to 60 years there is a small
From
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor- sleeping-porch- .
My meals (identical
is to drink but certain decrease in the general
The
thing
to
invited
attend.
dially
with those of the rest of the family, large quantities of milk strippings mortality of two per 1,000. After CO
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
with
the addition of about three pints (the very last of the milking, which is years of age, the general mortality
Venerable Master.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
of milk and six raw eggs daily) were all cream when a proper cow is select- has deciseviy increased in proportion
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
now served in the chamber adjoining, ed). This seems so simple and easy to population.
Secretary.
Denver Colorado.
one of the windows of which had been that many refused to follow directions,
All recognized
microbic
diseases
door.
a
made
into
exertion
Physical
and demand medicines to cure them; have lessened frequency, except pneuB. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E., was reduced pretty nearly to the mini- but there has not yet been discovered monia and influenza, but the increase
r my meais ( uress any medicine that is a specific for con- in cancer mortality is marked. More
Tiolds its regular session on the sec IIlunlSlmereP matter
was
a
of Puttin& on sumption.
eacninS
complete vital statistics and better
ond and lourth Wednesday of
;
baths, and
month. Visiting brothers are invited slippers and bath-robe- )
To get the best results a healthy and more accurate diagnosis does not
an alcohol rub at "bedtime."
A At
New
A. J. FISCHER,
cow should be selected, one that does explain this increase, which is real
and welcome.
The rapidity of my improvement
Exalted Ruler,
not cough and one that gives very rich and not apparent.
J. D. SENA,
Santa Fa, N. M.
Catron Block
der these conditions was astonishing. milk. A
In the United States the cancer
Jersey cow is preferable. The
.
-- - j I began to put on flesh at once; within
milk should always be tested, to be mortality has increased from about
.
.. .
u
P
e oi ioiu weens my uuiy iev
sure that there is a large per cent of nine per 100,000 population in 18u0,
Knights of Pythias.
to twenty-nin- e
in 1SS0, forty-threin
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of jlrm one 10 iwo degrees naa
cream in it.
diminished.
my
steadily
1900, and, in the area of official inves
1st
and
3djpeared;
cough
Regular meeting
into
milked
be
The last quart should
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.; By New Year's my clothes (which I a separate dish which rests in a large tigation, the mortality increased from
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
1890 to 190G to seventy per 100,000
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit-- had put on only once before, at
warm water just sufvessel
containing
between Vaughn, N. M., and
sengers
Special automobiles furnished to acpopulation.
Thanksgiving) had become so tight ficient to
ing Knight's invited to attend.
N- with the commodate any number of passengers
prevent the strippings from
connecting
as to be uncomfortable.
A normal
AUG!? ST REINGARDT, C. C.
M;
??swe11'
This increase is universal to the
The cow
below blood-heat- .
I
to make special connections with any
& Muuiweswrn ano
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
temperature and an expanding waist- - cooling
should be thoroughly cleaned to pre- cities of the United States, as it is land broads
the
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
Atchison,
to
those of the civilized world. The
vent any dirt from getting into the
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torthe
favor
of
9 a. m., arrive in rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by commilk, so that the patient can blow
at
Leave
Vaughn
is doubtless only aiiback the froth and drink at once with- country districts
municating with Manager of the Rosas the victims finally go to Roswell at 3 p. m.
out straining it, which cools it too parent,
10:30
a.
arrive
Roswell
Leave
at
well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
m.,
treatment.
the cities for
much.
3 : 30 p. m.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
In England one man in eleven over in Vaughn at
50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
of
allowance
Begin by drinking nearly a pint in 35
Baggage
of age will die of cancer, and
the morning and the same at night; in oneyears
woman in eight; while more wom- each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.
crease the quantity gradually so that en die from cancer than from conin ten or fifteen days a full quart will
sumption. In the United States one
be taken twice a day. It should be man out of .seventeen over 35 will die
taken immediately after milking, be- of cancer, and one, woman out of nine
fore it has had time to cool. Take as will die of it
11ME TABLE ALL
nearly as many as will
much as you can without too much dis- die from consumption
at all ages.
LOCAL TRAINS
comfort; then rest two to three minu- While more women over 25 die from
tes, drink more and rest again; and cancer than consumption, one man in
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to con- so on until a full quart has been taken. ten over 35 die from consumption, and
nect
with Xo. 10 from the south and
In about fifteen minutes the patient one woman m fourteen or same age
west, also No. 3 from the east, re
should eat at the' table such articles period. From 35 to 39, one man out
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. in.
of food as are known to agree with the of forty-eigand one woman out of
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to con
stomach. At noon eat as usual.
thirteen will die from cancer. This
nect
also takes
with No. 1 west-bounWhen the strippings are not allow- increase and proportion is maintaind
2
No.
for
passpassengers
ed
to
the
of
55, after
age
steadily
and are
ed to cool below blood-hea- t
East Side Plaza.
ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
which
it
but
age
gradually
steadily
taken immediately after being milked,
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
a full quart will be transfused into diminished as to women. The cancer
l's connection only.
the circulation in a remarkably short age as to women is well established,
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to con
35 to 55, and from 45 to old age in
time.
nect
with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounmen.
I have never seen a patient who
Return
When you are in a hurry and want and Nos. 4 and 8
Estimated in dollars by recognized
could not take the strippings without standards of
wages, the death rate a good outfit come here for single or ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 5. m.
any discomfort worth mentioning from cancer alone in the United
double
when directions were followed strictly, States
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
annually, means a loss of about
LIVERY.
some
before
have
declared
although
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
About
of the
$400,000,000.
healthy horses and j. m.
trying that they could not; but when mortality from surgical conditions is
here and subject to
are
fine
an
carriages
half
&
Train arrives from the north at 4
Mason
tney delayed taking it. for
due to cancer.
Hamlin, Conover, Cable Kingswant
business
We
order.
your
hour and the milk had cooled ten de
your
m.
p.
most
suffers
The
that
from
organ
bury and Wellington Pianos Sold on Monthgrees, I have seen half a pint make cancer is the stomach and occurs most in the livery line and will apprecithem sick. The great secret of suc frequently in men; while in women, ate it.
New Mexico Central.
ly Payments.
cess is in taking it immediately after about
s
Train
Santa Fe at 8 : 45 a. m.
leaves
of all cases occur in
IILLIiMS 4 RISING
milking and not allowing it to cool
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p.
blood-hea310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red, m.
taking a full quart
(Continued on Page Six.)
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LIWEftY STABLE
Fin Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses
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Call up
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Sheet Music

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
FRANK P. STURGES,
Editor and President.
Vice President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurer- .

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily per week by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 715
65'
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Daily, six months,

i

by mall ....$3.75

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

2.00
, . 1.00
.75

;..

COMPLETE THE SCENIC HIGHWAY
New Mexico is losins many mousfliui finllars worth of advertising, if
the
untiiirn' p'sf bv not. completing
Scenic Highway over the I ecos for- est between Santa Fe and Las Vegas.
Today, for instance, there is in Santa
Fe a party of visitors from the Valley
a distinguished
Ranch
including
writer and editor. They came to Santa Fe by way of Apache hill, a miser
able road, which even if kept in good

THE;.".r-"V.-.i- -.

mmmm
-

t,

L.

A. HUGHES,

PALEN,

J. B.

Cashier.

F.EAD,

W
mi
mii

FOR

i0

ltftNlrt

"come:

The Oldest Banking institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1370

pt
Jg

OPPORTUNITY

TO TKt PKIOVtSS

AND

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

V.

MODI'S

g

j

xso-n.na-

ll

personal and collateral security. Buys and seils bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms '
6 as are given by any
transmiting agency: public or.
private.' Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three ,
per ceat per annum, on six months or years time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
2 and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-- q
ing. Safety deposit boxes for reat. The patronage of the
mo-ne-

fkru

xuxn

THE

$5.00

IPE

of the Best Hotels in the West

One

y

Cuisine and
Table Service

Laundry

Unex

say-tha-

Aent

PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

d

For

$150,000
80.000

a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of

WHAT

WVCtMWKT

;

FRAKK McKAKE, Assistant Cashier

OF SANTA FE.

o

Trel-for-

J,

.vaT'S

repair has no attractiveness for the
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
tourist except that it follows the old
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to Santa Fe trail and passes over the
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing c'rculatj;) i Glorieta battle field and by the Canon-'ritchurch. But it is a road that no
Ct IK
among the intelligent and progress ive people of the Southwest.
KVOItO
WOIJI
I
mumto at Km mow
ii.
one cares to travel over a second time,
ajfctni )
,ju
Had the few miles of the Scenic AJd 25 Cents to the Annual inascrlp
lion Rate of the New Mexican Publl
Highway down to the Pecos been com- cations, to Receive the Western
pleted, however, these tourist
Investor's Review.
; newspapers may bring ors would have come through the
THAT FORT SUMNER LAND
settlers to these valleys, but neither
OFFICE.
hpart Qf U)e Roeky 1U0,intains
they
Though neither Santa Fe, Clovis nor can supply the needed moisture for would have earned away with them a
Roswell are overjoyed on account of growing crops.
HACK LIRE
15le sI"
the proposed creation of a federal land
Tnderneath the Sulphur Spring val- - npver t0 ,le 'ffaRed "icture of
of vies of New Mexico's Alps that would
office at Fort Sumner, the last named ley is seemingly a vast amount
From
placed naturally is, and in its joy does water, but up to the present time the have been worth a good deal to this
BARRANCA TO TAOS
not forget the good service that. Dele- places where it has been pumped for SPctiorii for the Scenic
Highway is a
gate W. H. Andrews is rendering in irrigation at a profit are few."
Both North
South
Meets
road that, one wants to travel again
its good cause. Says the Fort Sum-- uo
Bounds Trains.
"
ner Index:
"
"s" "'
SLOVENLINESS IN NEW MEXICO.
to visit and to view; a road that
"We are under obligations to our
Leaves Barranca on the arrival oi
The Las Cruces Citizen strikes
effective delegate at Washington for
makes
and
the
sood
newspaper
north bound train and arrives at
copy
from the shoulder and the
a copy of Fort Sumner land district straight
of advertising. New Taos at 7 p. m.
kind
fore
best
to
in
conditions
the
and
applies
bill which Mr. Andrews has got fav- around
Ten miles shorter than any other
Santa Fe and elsewhere in Mnxicn bemin work on the road with
orably reported out of committee.
Good covered hack and good
way.
the Territory the same as in the Me- - a flourish of
trumpets; it made a teams.
The committee's report says: silla valley:
'Strike out the word 'Clovis' wherever
start and the Territory was
"There is only one word in the splendid
Tiling- d.cne to 2vCatee Ias- it appears in the bill and insert in lieu
a
while
advertised far and wide
for
CoiaafoxtSLkle.
that
English
language
eeagei
and
approximately
thereof the words 'Fort Sumner,'
.
in building C A O ET
as thus amended the committee rec- describes the condition of farming in for its progressiveness
J.
1
rip
the Mesilla valley and that is 'Sloven- such a Scenic Highway with convict
ommend that the bill do pass.'
"At present the Roswell district, has liness.' for we have the richest soil abori lnlt then came the blight of the
over ten million acres of unappropri- in tne worm ana witti a little more at Hagerinan administration, the
ated public lands, and the Santa Fe tention the results therefrom would
fiasco, and Ihe road remains in- LAUNDRY
district over eleven million. The new be many fold what they now are.
at either end, leading to
There
are
half
fields
the
of
complete
alfalfa
to
contain 2.322,000 acres,
district is
that are not producing fifty per where to this day. The completion of
nearly all of which are in the Roswell
a, lUr, iuc cqmuie, wipiy thjs
bill
the
Best
district
Work
original
erb ,.oadway
provided
be one of
that Clovis be made the land office due to carelessness of the farmerst the glories of the Mills administration
of the new district, but the officials who control them and it is safe to
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
a large proportion of that which and a perpetual monument to the enof the department objected and recomTerritorial
of
Vernon
ergy
Returns
Engineer
do
Thursday and Friday.
produce is second class in- L. Sullivan.
mended Fort Sumner as a more cen- they
It is the duty of coun- AGENCY" at O. K.
it. contains so
stead
of
because
Barber Shop
first,
tral point.
ties and communities to build good
large a proportion of weeds and wild
"So mote it. be.
roads for the ordinary traffic of every Mrs. P O. BROWM
"The boundaries are as follows: grass. Again, you Tide through the
but it remains for the Territory
day
Phone No. 23 Red
and
notice alfalfa that looks
'Beginning at the point where the line country
and
the United States to build just
between the fourth and fifth town- as though it has been mowed, i. e., al- such
highways as that between Santa
ships north of the base line crosses falfa a foot distant; it looks like it Fe and Las Vegas and El Camino del
the Texas line, thence west to the has been gnawed off by an old bull Real from one
boundary of the Terline between ranges fifteen and six- with half his teeth out. Contrast th&t
to
the
with such
other,
ritory
teen east of the X. M. P. M., south to with other fields where every inch of manent construction as to rival perthe
is
covered
with
ground
the
heaviest
the line between townships five and
PLAZA BARBER SHOP
famous
of
the
Romans.
highways
six south, thence east to the Texas grade of alfalfa; the weed is not to
line, thence north to the point of be- be found inside the fence, nor is there
An automobile mail route from San
For i9 years he only
any wild grass mixed with the alfalfa. ta Fe to
ginning.
Taos would be not only feasifirst
class tonsorial parlor
"This is a decided score for Mr. The farmers of the valley are not suff- ble but has become a
necessity. The
of
Andrews. This is getting things done, iciently awake to the importance
in
santa Fe.
beautiful and fertile Taos valley is
bringing things to pass. That is what their reputation every man who sells en the eve of great
OUR NEW FITCH
development, but
a single leaf of alfalfa for a grade
counts.
even today the
does more busiTREATMENT
"Mr. Andrews has accomplished higher than it deserves, damages the ness than the valley
Santa
Fe
and
vallev.
of
the
whole
valley. It l art of this business is drawn to s guaranteed to cure, (not only
many things, but. human nature is reputation
sucn that with Fort Sumner people stands the farmers in hand to be so
Pueblo, Colorado, and across the
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
this one must necessarily stand out thoroughly honest in having their
to Raton, when better communi-- ! other scalp irritations. We also
marketed product come up to the cation
prominently.
would bring it into Santa Fe. car ry a complete line of all the
"The accomplishment
of Mr. An- standard which they represent it to
only
impediments are a few had popular hair and facial tonics.
jThe
that
be,
man
in
the valley is snots in the
drews in the land office matter gives
every
road to Taos, spots
occasion for comment upon the same directly interested in this matter. which the wagon
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUiNINE & MTCH
of each district
supervisors
like
Just
the
single farmer who has could
gentleman's attitude toward our titles.
BATHS BATHS BATHS
easily put in good condition. An
Mr. Disney has expressed
himself
T foi
'
gets'
a
W
better
prl
very strongly to the effect that, in (hiss
government would save
judgment, Mr. Andrews is not only so if the whole valley or section oncel"
w !
n
a
secures
a
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
such
in
his power to se
doing everything
reputation, everybody
JUL
nuun
StJLlieijicLU
luuico,
cure the titles but is trying to get will be benefited by it. It has been said ments
Phone
us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
such as Penasco, Llano, Tram
on Mondays and
them at the earliest practicable mo- that the large loss in cantaloupes last
laundry
etc.',
pas, Truchas, Santa Cruz,
in di and deliver on Thursdays andTuesdays
ment. He had conferences with Mr. year was on account of bad quality. rect
Fridays
communication with Santa Fe and
All work is guaranteed: yo;r
Andrews in Washington, and was The fact of the matter is that a few
socks are mended and buttons
shown every courtesy by him, and is dealers did send out bad quality mei W?,ld. ",ake 2't00
thls clt
sewed on you shirts, without
way
convinced that Mr. Andrews is in ons and injured the reputation of all
extra
charge.
those
shipped by honest producers."
hearty accord, with the movement to
The wisdom of holding a
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
secure issuance of the titles."
san constitutional convention is appar-IWOULD BE WORTH WHILE FORjent to the average citizen. Here and
NOT ALL OF NEW MEXICO ADAPTSANTA FE.
there, where one or the other party
ED TO DRY FARMING.
Hust-- ! predominates,
there may be a desire
the
Times
Says
Farmington
The Bisbee Review tells of disapler:
jfor a strictly party alignment but as
pointed homesteaders who came to
"Would it not be worth while for us a w'hole. 'ew Mexico would like to
Arizona with the idea that they could
to
have the reputation of being the heep Panics out or trie constitutional
succeed at farming without irrigation
or scientific methods. Parts of ew cleanest, neatest and prettiest town in convention. There is no partisan
Mexico? With work we can vantaSe to be gained by having a
Mexico have had the same experience
get it. With our abundance of 'ority. in the convention for the
and the following is therefore of inr
not oe a partisan
and flowers, and no lack of stltution
terest locally:
for lawns, trees, and gardens, ment' in fact- cannot well be. Its
"It is becoming more and more evionly have to clean up our streets visions win be so general and so
dent that Arizona cannot be rated as
take care of our grounds properly damenta1' that ttley shou!d prove aca country where dry farming can be
to
win
this name. Let's do it. What centaule 10 a'l of the people. Quesrelied on for growing crops. The
tions, such as nrohibition. on whirh
do you say?"
not
is
an
present year
exceptional one,
there may be a party difference of
so far, as the amount of available
To this the Clovis News adds
sho'd be submitted
separ-tnmoisture is concerned. It Is the years
"There are few towns where (i,'OI)inion'
,
,, ...
.i ii a an,
'fhere prices are lowest
me more conii suuuniif
when there is plenty of rain that are stores present a more pleasing ap- - oit-iservative
that
opinion
all
quesbeing
exceptional in Arizona.
pearance than those of C'ovis. Our tions of that kind
should be left to
for sale quality"
"While Arizona has vast valleys of merchants take pride in the appear- legislation and are not
matters with
of
rich and fertile soil it must be ance of their respective
places
which a constitutional convention nas
accepted as a fact that crops can- business and such pride is certainly any business to concern itself.
One Resolution to Make
not be grown without a supply of commendable. That is not all, they
water for irrigation which must be carry good clean stocks of merchanThe
meeting called by the Albusupplied by either pumping or a sys- dise and their reputation for fair deal- querque Commercial Club to take
ing draws a splendid patronage from some action
tem of water storage.
as to the appropriation of
t
What other 1910Resolu
"In the Sulphur Spring valley hun- the surrounding territory."
the waters of the Rio Grande and its
tion you may make
dreds of settlers have taken home.tributaries will be held tomorrow af-steads during the last two years,
The Democrats of Bernalillo county ternoon at two o'clock.
There will
Resolve now that you will
who, no doubt, come here with the held a pow wow today to prepare for be delegations from all the sections
expectation that it would be possible
county campaign. Under ordinary terested. Santa Fe has vital interests
trade at KAUNE & CO. the
to raise crops from the moisture circumstances there would not be at stake and the Board of Trade at its
coming year. It is a', resoluwhich would come with natural rains. much significance in this, for the Dem- meeting tonight should arrange for the
in your own interest, tor
tion
That these people are seeing disap- ocrats in Bernalillo county are a attendance of a strong delegation,
means
pointment staring them in the face negligible quantity in themselves, ex- The upper valley, in Rio Arriba
the best possible
t
it
there is little doubt. Many of these
when they unite with one or the ty, will be represented by Hon. L. B.
'
table supplies at lowest pospeople come from Texas and Oklaho- other Republican factions. But there Prince and it is expected that a
sible prices,
ma where there are vast areas in culto be no factions in the Repub-- ' gation will come from Taos. Santa
tivation now which were barren des- lican party at this time and the Dem- - Fe should not be behind its neighbors,
erts until recent years, but the Ari- ocratic meeting should be a warning especially since this city's business inzona climate may not be compared to the Republicans to get together and terests are harmfe'd more
materially by
Think it overisn't KAUNE
with these states or farming localities to get busy.
the embargo on the waters of the up- & Co, the logical store for you
because of the enormous evaporation
per Rio Grande and its tributaries
(here. Rainfall may not be materially
Governor Mills is finding favor with tha those of any other town,
to patronize through 1910.
greater fherethan here, but the fact both the Republican and Democratic
f.'
Is that an inch of rain in western press.
It is to be hoped that a home man
Says the Clovis News:
Kansas or in Oklahoma will last twice
"Governor Mills' two months of ex- - will be selected to succeed Judge A.
as long in keeping the soil moist as ecutive work has been quiet, effective W. Cooley on the New Mexico bench
here.
and of much benefit to the good of and that wlhen such a man is selected
"Until there is a system provided the Territory. He has Just attended that the coyotes will keep long enough
which will bring irrigation water to the business end of the affairs of off his heels to permit speedy conflr-th& COMPANY
to the Sulphur Spring valley and
Territory letting the political end mation. The court business of the
:
r
.
u
i
it
iL
ii
uuirr mim.ar ones in me lermory, take care of itself, which Is a pretty Territory will need the close attention
there will 'be no material increase in good thing to do, besides we opine f all six Judges for many months to
hfir n prlnnlf nrnl rirrw1nrt Inn
his personal peace of mind has been come in order to make up the time
ronl ciatnfo a cron
nnrl greatly enhanced there by."
nihit
lost in filling the present vacancies.
there-followin-

President.

R.

10, 1910.

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

celled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

'S

y.

AMERICAN AND

KERR'S

j

e

,

&

"5rwi

&H

I

fill

f

I

HOTEL

Wla hajUM

J. E. LACOME
i

Proprietor
Commodious Sample Kcom
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAPE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One.

iT

non-part-

d J,

FRKSS

THE BUTTON

TVE BO

THE REST. "

'

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to

We Are
Now

i-

Our increasing patromige is ths
best proof that we niprlt yours.

Serving

j

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LDPKProprietor

'

ad-Ne-

as
RATES

$1.00 A DAY

AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

ma-easil- y

con-rose- s

docu-wate-

-

pro-w-

e

fun-an- d
-

y

.,...

& Co.

GROCERS

e

.

i.

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only llrst class Hotel in Santa Fe. with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE in
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to
traveling
'
men.
Give us a trial if you want first class service,
..
Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.

HERE IS AVERY

EXCEPTIONAL

in-th- e

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRiCE

-

-

coun-cep-

NAVAJO, CHI MAYO BLANKETS,
INDIAN BASKEiS MOQQE POTTRRY

dele-oug-

H. S. KAUNE

e

.

.

A

f

cf

PHONE 26

Don't
Fail
to
Call

and

Inspect

Excellent

Assortments of

Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placques
All Kinds of Drawn Work
Leather Pillows Tops

Many
other

;

'

articles
that
attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CAN DELARIO
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N,M.
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YOU CANT BUY A THING

DCDCnMAt

WITH THE MONEY
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HOUSE CLEANING TIME IS HERE!

!

J. AYallwerk, Jr., a cereal salesman,
is at the Claire.
Attorney and Mrs. F. C. Wilson
last week at Taos,
j spent
A. F. S. Cooper a sightseer from
j
i
Arizona, is at the Palace.
A. Mtnnett, Sr., the salesman from
Las Vegas, is at the Palace.
.1. P. Earickson.
a grocery salesman
of Las Yogas, is at the Claire.
Mr. and Mrs. ,1. W. Douglas of Den-- !
ver, are tourists at the Palace.
W. H. Young
a sightseer from
Siockton, Cal., is at the Claire.
'
W. F. McKinley. a salesman from
Buffalo, is at the Coronado hotel.
nu-- i
ii. .Niger, a snoe salesman jiu
I
Chester, is calling on the trade here.
Mr. and Mrs. Sutherland Sweet,
sightseers from Boston, are in the

you have Spent

j

I

'Tni a Little

There's

DffSHHE

a

in

Reason

oii

j

THE season for painting and decorating is at hand
and what you want is GOOD, RELIABLE, puie and
lasting paints. You SIMPLY CAN'T make a mistake

I

j

IN

THE

city.
Joseph

j

:

ir you use "SEW ALLS HOUSE PAINT" and "SUNSHINE" inside finishes,

-

a traveling
B. Naughton.
man of New York City, is at the Pal- ace.
i
s- Herbert, the meat salesman.
When you paint ycu want QUALITY and goods that
Ki
Bank ONE DOLLAR A DAY ?G a week for only one year and leave
on
me
iaih
egas, is caning
it, sta- - for 30 years. At 3 per cent compound
interest this will amount to irom
trade here.
WEAR. Our paints are made from the BEST white
a
4
cent
to
amount
at
will
$1,010.$$
interest
this
$75S.16;
per
compound
a
well
Lou
known
goods
Weil,
dry
snug sum for old age.
salesman from Kansas City, is calllead and PURE linseed oil, a ccmbinaticn that lasts
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
on the trade Oiere.
ing
We pay liberal interest consistent with safetv.
a
Captain II. S. DuVal suffered
years! WE GUARANTEE THEM.
few
a
stroke of paralysis
days ago
&
but is reported to be much better.
We have all the sundries etc. that go with the line,
William B. Douglas, of Washington.
D. C, is at the Palace and it is said
brushes, dry colors oils, alabastine, muresco, stencils,
he
has come here on forestry work,
C- &,
R. E. Curry, a Denver hardware
j
turpentine and wall paper. SEE OUR WINDOWS.
salesman who has been at the Palace
(Established 1882)
ifor several days, will go today to Es-- I
panola.
Frank Dibert of this city, who has
been
reported quite ill at Arkansas
Fruit Crop in the Rio Grande and Tesuque
Hot Springs, is reported to be some .1
what improved.
Valley's absolutely sure.
Agents for YALE MOTORCYCLES.
A number of easterners who have
We have a very attractive list of ranches for
been enjoying themselves at the Val$700.00 and up, which should attract the
ley Ranch are at Gregg's hotel today.
In the party are George W. Campbell, WILL BENEFIT EVERY
most particular buyers.
Miss Bunn, Miss Dodd, Henry M.
INLAND TOWN AND CITY.
Hyde, and Robert Hyde.
Aniceto Abeytia and his two daught- Lpng and Short Haul Clause of RailTHAT You can
People
road House Bill Will Solve Chief
ers, Simplicia Torres and Mrs. E. H.
THEY
THEIR
ClOTHETS
BY
For full particulars call or Phone. Red So. 189
119 San Francisco, St.
Problem of Rates.
Baca, left, on Santa Fe train Xo. 1
address the above company
f3Y YC UCAN TELL-YOfor Albuquerque, to attend the fun- eral of Mrs. Carmel Aheytia. a
Spokane, "Wash., May 10. PromiNclothes. 1m bu.sine55cp-Societ- y
daughter-in-laof Mr. Aheytia. Mrs. nent shipper and freight rate experts
is
Good
in Spokane and throughout the northAbeytia died this morning.
CooO
!A
the
William Fleweliyn Saunders secre west believe that the passage by
WELL
tary of the chamber of commerce of senate of the long and sihort haul
QOMT YOU WAtJTTo BE
railroad
bill, adopted by
S
St. Louis, who generally spends his clause of the
mmH
ALSO Dealers in Furniturr
summers on the upper Pecos and in the house on May 3, will solve the
BRown
Santa Fe,
that this year he will chief problem of every inland point in
FOR
HOUSE
THE
OP
LINE
FINE
bring with him Mrs. Saunders who has the United States not now getting the
Carpets and Rugs
benefit of terminal rates.
1
been traveling abroad.
V-- J
inthe
of
W.
chairman
A.
Doiand,
K.
"D.
D. McMillan, Mrs. Morton
All kinds of furnishings from uhinaware tostQves, j,nd
terstate commerce committee of the
McMillan and the three children of
ranges; " Al'so'tt" line assortment of desks, chaTrs,r table
chamber of commerce, which
Spokane
ts
for the babies.
Supervisor of Forest Ross McMillan instituted the first action under the
and hat racks. Wagner folding
Mr.
have
been
Mrs.
of
and
guests
new interstate commerce commission
Tney are GREVT!!
Charles Ramsey at Servilleta for the law for
equitable rates against the
Look over our stock and see if there isn'c
past two weeks." Taos Valley Xews. transcontinental railroads, says there
hi'
'.;
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa is
something to interest you.
every reason to believe that the
and S. Spitz returned this afternoon
senate will concur in the action of the
from a Masonic trip to Albuquerque,
house, though he added, it is likely
Deming and Silver City having se there wTTi be a
lively fight before the
a
Doors.
Ornamental
cured quite
number of recruits for! clause or one similar
in effect is
various degrees at the Masonic readopted.
union in this city this month.
Percy P. Powell, representative of
Miss Jessie Fairfield of Chicago,
who had been visiting her brother the Spokane Merchants' Association,
Charles V. Fairfield, left yesterday for said on returning to Spokane from il t-Los Angeles and San Francisco
e
and "Washington, D. C, where he attended
gqwk eo. ccca
thence will go to Nevada where her several conferences in the interest
father is lookinar after some mininsr of the organization to discuss the rate
DO YOU KNOW WHO THE.SE LITTLE 6IRL.S
interests. Her brother accomnanied question- that while Spokane will not
jtrvjcive leiutuicu ui Teiauvt: lines ill
her as far as Albuquerque.
ARE? YOU CAN ALWAYS TELL THEM &Y
the
decision by the inter"Harry W. Kelly, who left last week stateforthcoming
commerce commission, he has
THEIR, CLOTHED.
for the east, will be absent several
been
mainformed
will
that
be
there
weeks. He will attend the graduation
WE HAVE NEW LINE LINEN AND GINGHAM
of his daughter, Miss Helen Kelly at terial reductions in the rate tariffs.
DRE-55E"The decision will be a general one,"
UP
AGE 6 To 16-65- C,
Mount Vernon seminary, at Washinghe
added,
"covering
Reno,
Spokane,
the
last
ton,
of
month
the
PROUDLY
POINT
WE
and
.SUIT-upon
AGE 12 To 16 FROM
LINEN
are made to perfection from our
his return will be accompanied by Salt Lake and Denver, also establishis
wood
a
the
for
because
THE-5other
interior
ing
GOOD-a
we
line
OR PRICED CANhandle only
to the fact that
precedent
Lumber)
TO
Miss Kelly."Las Vegas Optic.
all over the country."
perfect in every particular and of drugs and remedies known to "be J. F. Miller, proprietor of the Valley points
NOT BE DUPLICATED ANYWHERE.
The Spokane chamber of commerce
free from every imperfection of
and efficacious; and that our Ranch, came" into Santa Fe last eve- has received advices that the western
pure
from the upper Pecos, with a
kaots, cracks and warpings.
enables us to give the best ning of
in Canada are arranging to
party
guests at tlhe ranch. Mr. Mil- provinces
Every foot of it is thoroughly experience
make a campaign for lower rates, the
to
our
Everysatisfaction
patrons.
so
.
ler
that
the
.
says
and
shrunk,
spacious ranch
seasoned, dried
is filling up with guests for the procedure being similar to that folit can be absolutely relied upon thing that ought to be in a first class house
lowed
the Spokane rate case, in
and builders, and drug store you "will find here, at summer and that he expects trout fish- which itbywas shown
by carpentsrswide-awathat the railroads
to
be good on Sunday, the open
ke
archi- prices that are satisfactory, and, in ing;
all sensible,
are discriminating against this city
of the season
ing
tects; hereabouts particularly the very best qualities.
"Dr. J. M. Cunningham, president of , 011 West b0lmd freight
REPUTATION bUILDER-mention our Lumber in their
the San Miguel National bank, Mrs.
Two
Masses
Next
The
specifications.
Sunday
STR1PL1NG-BUR20W- S
and
& Company.
Cunningham
their two daughters, .
.
Miss Cunningham and Miss Helen, very itev. Antonio Fourchegu, vicar
Where your dollar buys the most.
left today on No. 8 for an extended general, announced in the Cathedral
eastern trip. Dr. Cunningham
will yesterday- that there will be but two
go as far as Chicago, while Mrs. Cun masses celebrated there on Sunday,
kSWBUIiUBEZtaU
PANSY PLANTS NOW.
ningham and the girls will continue May 15. The first mass will be at 6
on to Boston and may later go to the a. m. and the second at 9:30 a. m. The
I I"""
CUT
FLOWERS, WEDDING
seashore for a several weeks' sojourn. day is known as Pentecost Sunday and
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
Theodore N. Espe, a special agent is also set aside as Mother's Day in
, ,
- ,,
DESIGNS.
Made in New Mexico.
V.
BOYLE
11,
Msrr,
this
u F liic
territory.
general iana oince, wno is on
leave of absence, arrived in Las VeCL&REKDON
POULTRY YARDS ARK SKLI.1XG OUT!
FRESH LAID EGGS every day
It is an admitted fact that real esgas this morning from the east on the
g
California limited, coming here to at- tate, financial men and merchants all
Pure bred barred Plymouth Roc'-- s and White A'yandottes. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed oii dean wholesome food
tend the May term of the United say that quickest and bst results are
ASK FOR A.
FOR SALE FISCHER DRUG
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
States
,
district
court
as
obtained
a
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
, ?
New
witness."ia
the
by
advertising
SAMPLE
ONLY AT
Las Vegas Optic.
Mexican.
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THE BRADF1ELD CO., ATLANTA, GA.

9 40

Stripling--

Burrows

UNITED SPANISH WAR
VETERANS ENCAMPMENT.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

10

1".

LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.'

Cheerfulness and a bright disposition during the months before baby comes,
are among the greatest blessings a mother can bestow upon the little life about
to begin. Her happiness and physical comfort will largely govern the proper
development cf the health and nature of the child. Mother's Friend contributes
much to the mother's happiness and health by the relief and mental comfort it
affords. It is a liniment composed of penetrating oils and medicines which
lubricate the muscles and tendons of the body, soothe the swollen mammary
glands, cause a gradual expansion of the skin and tissues, and aid m the relief
of nausea. The regular use of Mother's Friend greatly lessens the pain and
danger when baby comes, and assures a quick and natural recovery for the
mother. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our free book, con
taining valuable information for expectant Mothers.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE

Portland Cement.
As shown by

::::::::::

the quantities reported

to which has
Call for the Annual Convention Which in the replies received,
estimated
added
the
been
l.v.
output of
in
Held
Be
Denver
Will
Septemn on
.lames It. Stewart, Mr. and Mrs. J.
fi
who
of
number
small
the
producers
n is
ber 6, 7 and 8, 1910.
9
L.
Y. Douglas K. E. Curry. Denver;
7 35
the
M.. l.v
not
produchave
yet
responded,
.
Tiger, Rochester; Joseph B. Xaugh-tontion of Portland cement in 190!) was
Denver, Colo., .May 10, 1910.
New York City; Mr. and Mrs.
61,300 000 barrels and 62,000,-00between
Connects with K. I'. S. W. Ky. train No.124 arrlvine in Hawson, N, M. at. 6:15 p. in.
Sutherland Street, Boston; A. F. S. To the Comrades of Our Great
'Connects wit h K. I'. ,v S, W. Hy, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55a.. in.
which, valued at 85 cents
barrels,
SStuue for Van lloulen X. M. meet s t rains at l'reston N. M.
ion, Greet ins :
Lou
Ariz.:
Cooper, Cobro Grande,
a barrel, was worth at the mills beCAS. I'assentrer trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow:
The seventh national encampment. tween $:2,1 05,000
XoK'IH Bol'ND:
Weil, Kansas City; A. Mennett, Sr.,
Sol'T II KtH'X
and $52,700,000.
No. 1.4.18 a. m,
No, 8. 10 44 a. ill.
AV. Hanson, Chicago;
Liis
F.
United
Spanish War Veterans will be This represents an increase in quantiVegas;
Xo 7.6 49 p. in.
No, 2. 11.11 p, in.
R. S. Herbert, Las Vegas.
held in Denver, September G, 7, and ty of at least 10,227.000 barrels and in
Track connection with A. T. .v. S, F. Ky.iit Raton and Preston with C, A S. Ky. at
Des Moines K. I', S. W. Ky. at Colfax. N M. and Cimarron A. Northwestern at
The executive committee in value of at least $8,557,000 over the
S, 1910.
Claire.
N.
M.
which
is
or
Cimarron,
depot
following station Ocate, Miami, Kavalo
and Ked Lakes, S. M.
J. P. Eariekson, Las Vegas; Harry charge have begun active preparations )roauction in 1905, which amounted to
Ute Dark, X. M. is depot for the following stations in X. M. Arroyo Seco. Aurora,
Branard, Carlsbad; William B. Doug- and hereby extend to each and every 51,072,612 barrels, valued at $43,547
Kaldy Black Lakes, Cerro. Klizali. t htown. Lobo, Questa, Kauchos de Taos, Ked
and Twining.
KiverOity, Titlpn, Taos
J. Wallwerk,
Jr., comrade a cordial invitation to be CT9. The increase in quantity was
las, Washington;
Daily. fKlai, 1 'oily except Suinlay
Denver; W. H. Young, Stockton, Cal.; with us. This encampment will be therefore at least 20 per cent over
E. J. DEDMAIM,
VAN H0UTEN,
M. WILLIAMS,
M. Schott, New York
City; A. J. the largest, the best, and all around that of 1908. The reported selling
P.
V.
&
G.
G.
P. Agent,
M.,
Williamson Denver; J. Saulinick, P. the most successful ever held by the 'price per barrel averaged the same
Superintendent,
Raton, N. M.
L. Kaihn, Xew York City; C. W. Dean, United Spanish War Veterans.
as in 1908 about 85 cents although
Raton, N. r
Raton, N. M.
Denver's reputation as a convention Portland cement was sold during tihe:
Rochester.
city is too well established to require summer of 1909 at a figure so low as
Gregg.
remarks. Her handling of the
to cause a general expectation that
G. W. Lee, Minneapolis; H. A. Buck- any
conclave Knights Templars in the average price for the year would
W.
Campley, Albuquerque; George
39th
1892, the
fall below that of 10os.
bell, J. F. Miller, Miss Bunn, Miss G. A. R. insplendidand the encampment
1905,
great Demin Production of Nat-- j
Dodd, Henry M. Hyde. Robert Hyde,
ocratic convention of 190S place her Slight Decrease
Cement.
ural
Valley Ranch; K. M. Manz. San Fran- at the
top notch as a convention city.
of
The returns for the production
cisco; Charles Graham, El Paso; P.
The
seating natural cement are not yet quite so
city auditorium,
Jump, Chestertown, Md.; William G. 15.000,great
is at our disposal.
as those for Portland ce.Tumi), Coi'tez, Colo.
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
'
Our hotel and railroad accommoda- complete
Coronado.
but
ment,
they indicate that the total
tions are unexcelled; the committee
M. Rail, F. Gonzales, Questa; J. R.
Douglas, and all Points in New
1909 was not far from
accommodation will issue production in
on
hotel
and
valued at about $675,-000- ,
1,500,000
Gallegos Tusas; B. Alire, V. Romero, a booklet about June 1st
barrels,
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
degiving in
C.
B.
Mrs.
an
value of 45 cents a
J.
Ortiz;
average
Estes,
Stanley;
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
tail all needed information on this
M. Forthig, Moriarty;
show a slight
Mrs. M. E.
These
barrel.
figures
on
to
too
dilate
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
subject. It is
early
as compared with those for
decrease
Hightower, D. H. Halloway, Estancia; the
many special features and form of
A. W. Wilson, El Paso; W. F. McKin-ley- ,
190S, when the production was 1,686,-00entertainment
being planned. A few,
&
Buffalo; J. D. Solaz, Pinos Wells.
barrels, valued at $S34,509.
however, will merit your attention at
in Output of Puzzolan Cement
Increase
time.
this
of puzzolan cement,
The
production
For
More
Decades.
than
Three
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt will be
Foley's Honey and Tar has been a with us. The Rough Riders will hold as reported, shows a slight increase,
160,640 barrels, valued at $99,-- i
j about
household favorite for all ailments of one of their famous reunions.
been produced in 1909, as
453,
having
the throat, chest and lungs. For inA number of regimental reunions
(compared with 151,431 barrels, valued
fants and children it is best and safest are ueuig piainieu.
at $95,468 in 1908.
as it contains no opiates and no harmAnd the Sacred Snaix! Don't forget
For Rates and full information address
The details of manufacturing devel- ful drugs. Xone genuine but Foley's the Snaix. The Grand Lair of ColoHoney and Tar in the yellow package. rado, Military Order of the Serpent, is opments and trade conditions will be
FOX,
Refuse substitutes. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s preparing to entertain you in a man- - discussed in the annual report of the
ner never before attemnted. Grand survey on the cement industry, wnicn
& Co.
A.
illuminated night pageant, when the is now in preparation as a chapter of
El Paso Texas.
Sacred Serpent will wiggle its way the volume on "Mineral resources ot
MADE CENSUS ENUMERATOR
States, calendar year
re- the United
SIT ON FLOOR. through our magnificent streets to
ceive the homage of all true compan 1909."
to the
Miss Annie Hunnam Will Now Have ion Snaix, and to strike terror
to
the
heart
Foley Kidney Pills contain in conof
trembling
postulant,
to Face Grand Jury for Failing
be followed by the most harrowing centrated form ingredients of estabto Answer Questions.
lished therapeutic value for the relief
initiation ever conceived.
Then there will be the banquet the and cure of all kidney and bladder ailSan Antonio, Tex., May 10. Miss great military parade, the grand ball, ments. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
&
Annie Hunnam of this city is in the sightseeing, side
to the foothills Co.
trips
toils of the law and faces an indict- and to our splendid mountain resorts,
ment by the federal grand jury all Pike's Peak, Manitou,
ADVICE TO HEALTHSEEKERS.
the famous
because she insisted that Mrs. Ida Cripple Creek district, and the "BackEaston, a census enumerator, should bone" of the continent, the Great
(Continued From Page Three.)
sit on tihe floor while using a chair Divide.
on which to fill out the blank that was
There will not be an idle moment two organs the womb and the
to contain her census data. The enu- during convention week. Now is the
breasts and during the
merator requested the use of a table time for you to
begin your prepara- period of life, especially the latter
for her work but was told that a chair tions. Convention clubs are
about the change of life. Elimi
being orwould be good enough for her and ganized all over the United States. part,
nate the generative organs of women
that the floor was the proper place Start one in your camp, and see Chat it is seen that more men
than women
to sit on for one as inquisitive as she. your camp and
your department are die from cancer. Seventy to eighty
Pursuant to her conception of duty well represented; and don't forget to
OF
per cent of cancers in men occur in
Mrs. Easton did as directed and all have the
boys come uniformed.
the alimentary canal, and there is
wem weu until miss Hunnam
Commander-in-Chie- f
was
Gihon
will evidence that cancer is increasing
asked the number of years she had come to Denver, escorted
by his old more rapidly among men than worn
seen. This intimate detail the latter
Cain en. In men, about
atrontf.
s
pompanjy sev'enty-fiv- e
of the
thought nobody's business. The re; you not do your camp or department cases occur between fifty and seventysuit has been that Nat M. Washer, the commander a similar honor?
nve, ana tne larger percentage in
census supervisor, had the woman ar
Now, comrades, this is just a preli- women after forty-fivIn males, ocrested and that the United States minary announcement. More and defi
seem to have little influence,
cupations
commissioner is holding her for the nite information will follow later.
FE,
though an outdoor life seems to enjoy
action of the federal grand jury.
Don't hesitate, however, to write us a greater degree of immunity.
TO
for any special information, and above
In the United States nationality
A pain prescription is printed upon all, don't delay in organizing a con seems not to be conspicuous,
but
each 25c box of Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain vention club, ana making your ar among Russians and Italians with for
Tablets. Ask your Doctor or Druggist rangements to be with us. The de- eign-bormothers, it seems to occur
if this formula is not complete. Pain partment of Colorado in general Gen- at a somewhat earlier age.
eral Henry W. Lawton Camp No. 1,
Cancer occurs most frequently as a
means congestion,
blood pressure.
Head pains, womanly pains, pains any- and General Joe Wheeler Camp No. rule, in parts of the body easy of in9 in particular, join the committee in
spection, examination and treatment
where get instant relief from a Pink
SELLING DATES
extending to every comrade of the It is believed that the injuries and dis
Pain Tablet. Sold by Stripling-Bu- r
United Spanish War Veterans, and to eases incident to childbirth and lacer
rows & Co.
the Ladies' Auxiliary, an earnest and ation form the chief basis or reason
cordial invitation to come to Denver for the common occurrence of cancer
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATION.
and help us make this the banner in womb or breast. Infection of these
The undersigned were appointed bv convention.
parts may be important, but without
the probate court in and for the coun
the previous damage, would be far
Fraternally yours,
ty of Santa Fe, on the second day of
LOUIS F. L. GUTHNER,
less frequent. This is mentioned be
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
May, 1910, administrators of the esChairman. cause of the well known fact that retate of Pedro A. Romero, deceased,
Robt. F. Silvers, A. E. Daman, H. E. pair and
timely cure is preventive of
and as such administrators hereby no- Gougar, W. P. Martindale,
Wm. C. cancer, in large degrees. It is equaltify all parties who may have claims Danks, John J. Harding, Guy A. ly true that a
tooth by its conagainst the estate to present them to Smith, T. Sherman Foltz, Geo. O. stant irritation ragged
of
or moutlh or
tongue
us within the time required by law. Hennings, Committee on
Publicity and of the lips by the constant and longAll persons indebted to said
estate Invitation.
time use the pipe-steand EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN
will, by inare requested to settle their indebted
or direct infection, invite degen-erativjury
ness torthwith otherwise suit will
Foley Kidney Pills are antiseptic,
ulceration. This constant meLeaves Santa Ke8,4Ra. m.
I.eavra El Paso' 8 00 a. m.
be brought against them.
tonic and restorative and a prompt chanical irritation and its effects will
Arrives It Paso 10,40 p. n..
Arrives Santa Fe 9.45 p.m.
BENIGNA GARCIA DE ROMERO,
corrective of all urinary irregularities. apply to every part of the body subClose connections at El Paso for points in CaliforEPIGMENTO ROMERO,
Refuse substitutes. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s jected to it, such as moles and warts.
New
Mexico
Somhern
Ariz
and
a
01
nia,
Santa Fe, N. M., May 2, 1910.
& Co.
Personal hygiene and whatever con
Clow connection
BENJAMIN M. READ,
duces to cleanliness tends to prevent
at Torrance for ALL POINTS EAST
Atty. for the Estate.
UNCLE SAM'S CEMENT
the occurrence of cancer.
Ijfiave Santa Fe 8 45 a. m.
Arrives Kansas City 5,50 p. m. next day
PRODUCTION IN 1909.
Arrives ChicaKO 8.20 a. m. 2nd day
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ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

'

El Paso

Southwestern

System

I

The Best Route

East or West

EUGENE A.
G.F.&P.
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THE

DEIEROIOni
ffors

child-bearin-

e

SIMMER TOURIST
RATliS
Effective June 1st.

CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS
KANSAS CITY
DENVER
COLO. SPRINGS
PUEBLO
MEXICO CITY
ST. PAUL MINN
LOS
SAN
SAN
SAN

e.

Stations in British Columbia,
California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon & Washington

n

March 1st. to April J5th
VIA

ew RflexicoCentral

e

$35.35
$21.10
$18.15
$16.15
$52.45
$50.35

"

ANGELES
FRANCISCO
DIEGO,
FRANCISCO

$35.20
$45.20
$35.20

$60.90

One Way in
PORTLAND or SKATTf.K

Sale July 2cd to 8th, Sept
1st to th, Sept, 24th to sOth.
Return limit 3 momths not to

On

exceed Ost. 31st,

mo.

PORTLAND

$55.00

SEATTLE
On

Sale, May 28th to Jaue, 3rd.
July 9th to 16tn.

Return limit

3

months.

Low Summer
Tourist Rates
other points

To Many
in

the United States

and Canada.
SCOTTISH

RITES

Santa Fe,

REUNION
N. M,

May 23, 24, 25
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
make an open rate of one and one
third fare from all points in New
Mexico to

Santa Fe
DATES OP SALE

two-third-

FROM
NEW MEXICO

$50.35
$44.35

Return Limit, Oct. 31st, 1910.

g

ONE WAY SECOND
CLASS COLONIST FARE

SANTA

10, 1910.

If your Stomach, Heart, or Kidneys
in order to avoid annoyance to miners, manufacturers, and others by du- are weak, try at least, a few doses only
plicate requests from government of Dr. Shoop's Restorative. In five or
This
bureaus.
arrange- ten days only, the result will surprise
ment will necessarily result in consid- you. A few cents will cover the cost.
erable delay in the publication of the And here is why help comes so quickreport on the cement industry for ly. Dr. Shoop doesn't drug the Stom1!)09 and for that reason many manuach, nor stimulate the Heart or Kidfacturers requested the survey to col- neys. Dr. Shoop's Restorative goes
lect the data on cement in the usual directly to the weak and failing
manner. The director of the census nerves. Each
organ has its own conapproved the course requested and ac- trolling nerve. When these nerves fail,
cordingly the usual inquiries wera the depending organs must of neces-stisent by the survey to cement produfalter. This plain, yet vital truth
cers. Owing to the conditions stated,
tells why Dr. Shoop's Restoraclearly
more
out
sent
these requests were
than two months later than last year, tive is so universally successful. Its
but replies .have now been received success is leading druggists everyfrom about S8 per cent of the Portland where to give it universal preference.
in the United A test will surely tell. Sold by
cement, companies
& Co.
States.
Barrels of
Increase of Ten Million

(

Company

Railway

TUESDAY, MAY

Way 21st, to 24th inclusive
RETURN LIMIT,
MAY
28th 1910
,
Come to Santa Fe. The Rate
is Open to Everboby
ATLANTIC

R?i-- d

$75.10
iwnn.www

rip

J.

N.

CITY

Santa r e

GENERAL ASSEMBLY

OF

THE

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Dates of Sale

May 14 to 19, 1910
Return Limit

June 5th. 1910
Call on address.

;.

H. S, LTJTZ. Arent
Santa Fe, N. M.

1

S "W and Rock I iland trains carry Sleepand
Chair Cars.
ing
E. P.

&

DYSPEPSIA

"Having taken your wonderful
for three months and being entirely
cured of stomach catarrh and dyspepsia,
I think a word of praise is due to
J. G. EADS
'Cascarets' for their wonderful composition. I have taken numerous other
City Freight & Fassenger Agent.
remedies but without avail, and I
find that Cascarets relieve more in a day
than all the others I have taken wouldin
a
James McGune,
The New Mexic- a- Printing
fid merchants; good everywhere. We year."
108 Mercer St., Jersey City, N. J.
will
5
sell
them
In
at
cents
took form.
has on hand a large supply of
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken.Weaken or Gripe.
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genpads and tablets suitable for school
If you are in need of anything, try
uine tablet 3tamped C C C. Guaranteed to
work, the desk, and also for lawyers a New Mexican Want Ad.
cure or your money back.
919 l
For Information renardlng freight and passenger rates, service, etc.

Casca-ret- s'

Cull at City OMce Iaughlin HIk. or Phone 145.
No trouble to answer questions.

ed

Com-ian-

Preliminary Estimate

FROM THE SUNNY SOUTH LAND.

the Geologio-aNature has been lavish in her eifts to
Survey is Given to Public
tue aoutii, and none is more important
Press.
Through
and practical than her gift of the Cotton
Plant.
The following preliminary estimate of the In the soil, warmth and sunshine
South, the Cotton plant attains its
of the production of cements in the
highest
perfection. Formerly, only the
United States in the year 1909 has white, downy
lint of the Cotton Boll was
been prepared by Ernest F. Burchard, preserved, but today, from the kernel of
of the United States geological survey. the cotton seed is pressed an oil which
The annual statistics of the mineral compares favorably with the purest olive
oil.
this oil of the cotton seed is
production of the United States are made From
a cooking fat called Cottolene. In
collected
the
ordinarily
by
Geological efficiency,
and wholesomeness,
,fnr -imq.
Survey- onlv.
Qr Cottolene farpurity
""
v, but thos
excels the fat of the hoe.
collected
the
snrvev
in
by
co and it has well been named "Nature's
being
operation with the bureau of census, gift from the Sunny South."
By

1TO

SALT LAKE
CITY

.

and return

l

$30.00
VIA SANTA FE

May, 28, 29, 30th
Limit 60 Days
For particulars, See Santa F
Agents

TUESDAY, MAY

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

10, 1910.

rate of $12 per month from Dec. 22,
DELEGATE ANDREWS KEEPS
THE BUREAU BUSY. 1909; also accrued pension.
Mrs. Paublita G. de Martinez, Ran- List of Pensions He Has Helped to Se- ches of Taos, X. M.. granted original
cure for New Mexico Veterans
pension at rate of $12 per month from
Feb. 3, 1910, also accrued pension.
Since February.
Mrs. Jacinta R. de Maldonado. Santa
X. M., granted accrued pension.
Fe,
X.
Mrs. Mary E. Abbott, Las Vegas,
Mrs. Mary R. Moore, Yesso, X. M.,
M., granted reissue of pension at the
rate of $20 per month from March 24, granted original pension at the rate
of $12 per month from April 2, 1909.
1910.
Mrs. Jacinta R. de Maldonado, Santa
Mr. Carmen Abeytia, Old Albuquerrestoration and reque, X. M., granted reissue of pension Fe, X. M., granted
Jose Maldonado,
of
of
issue
pension
from
at the rate of $12 per month
(deceased), payable to Jacinta R. de
March 12, 1910.
rate
Mr. .lose Encarnacion Aragon, Wag- Maldonadd, widow, granted at the
Feb.
1909,
25,
from
month
of
$15
per
on Mound, X. M., granted reissue of
and ending Oct. 19, 1909, date cf
pension at rate of $12 per month from
death.

1910.
Mr. Julio Mullet. McCartys, X. M.
Halls
Mr.
Archuleta,
Francisco
increase in pension it the
in
an
grtnted
increase
Peak, X. M., granted
2
pension at rate of $15 per month from rate of $10 per month from Feb.
1910.
February 15. 1910.
Mr. John Murphy, Albuquerque. X.
Mr. Silveste Alderete, Polvadera, X.
the
M.,
at
granted a reissue of pension sit.
M., granted original pension
rate of $6 per month from April C, the rate of $24 per month from Fi b.
2 i. 1910,
special act.
1905, to Oct. 29, 1909, and $12 per
O. McCauley,
Mr.
Francis
1909.
30,
Oct.
month from
Bourassa, Fort Bayard, burg, X. M., garnted increase in penMr.
14,

Lo-ds- -1

-

Eugene
X. M., granted original pension at the siou at the rate of $15 per month from
rate of $1.2 per month from March 23, March 11, 1910.
Mrs. Maria Rosario Maxam, Cham-ita1910.
X. M., granted original pension at
Mr. Pablo Bargas, Los Lunas, X. M.,
rate of $8 per month from May
the
the
at
granted reissue of pension
rate of $24 per month from March 2G, 16, 1907, and $12 per month from April
,

ra!f, uf $12 per month from Jan. 2:.

PAGE SEVEN.

llnse

confessed, saying that while hf
could not account, for his action it
niay he tfliat it, was just an uit(-- ir-- ,
responsibility w hen it. carne to hand-ling money." One of his clients was
a working woman,
who lost $."1111
Gn-gwas
through his peculations.
FOR RE XT 3 rooms furnished for
scnicncod to th-- stai
penitentiary sleeping or light housekeeping, 212
at Walla Walla to serve an indetermi- McKenzie St.
nate period, not to exceed 15 years.
dress making
WAXTKI) Fancy
and plain sewintr at :;::i S.,u FranThe High Cost cf Living.
Inert ase the price of many necessi- cisco St.
ties without improving
the quality.
Foley's Honey and Tar maintains its
TO KENT A well furnished fro
high standard or excellence and its rooiii with use of bath. I. a !y pregreat curative qualities without any ferred. Inquire at office.
increase in cost. It is the best remedy for coughs, cold, crop, whooping
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
cough anQ "11 ailments of the throat,
Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Santa
chest, and lun.trs. The genuine is in a
Co., maps and prices ct Charles E.
Refuse
yellow package.
substitutes.
Michael, Real Estate.
Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
& Co.

ffGiaan

llt.

ti

DISTRICT COURT IN
SESSION AT TAOS.
R. McFie is Kept Very
Band Serenades Him in
Token of Popularity.
"District court for Taos county convened here last Monday, Judge John
R. McFie, presiding.
'Charles C. Catron, assistant district attorney, of Santa Fe, was as
signed to this term of court, as prosecutor and Frank W. Shearon, clerk,
also of the same place. H. L. Ortiz
also of Santa Fe, was appointed official interpreter, as is necessarily customary, to take care of the translation
of testimony and arguments given in
English, that members ot tne jur wno
speak only Spanish might understand
: all
charges of the judge, arguments
and examinations by attorneys and
j
testimony given by witnesses and so
forth. This of necessity consumes
valuable time but Mr. Ortiz, who is
himself an attorney and a fluent speak- cr and writer in both languages, is
a man who fills the position most comDonacourt
appointed
petently. The

Judge John
Busy

j

ciano Quintana official interpreter to
the grand jury and Mrs. G. F. McXitt
as court stenographer. The following
bailiffs are also on duty: Court bailiffs: Malaquias Martinez, Jr., Genaro
Aguilar, Y. Felix Trujillo. Grand jury

-
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NEGLIGENCE OF PARENTS TO
BLAME FOR CHILD'S DEATH.

Jury Therefore Gave Damages

r

Only

of One Dollar in Place of $10,000

Asked.
San Antonio, Tex., May 10. A jury
the
district court of
uus .,ty. nns set a new standard ot
the monetary value of human life,
having reduced the famous $1 damage
decision of a New Jersey judge to
fifty cents. The damage awarded Vy
it to William I'mscheid for the loss
of a
son is $1, but the
of this
proviso was added that one-hal- f
should go to the three lawyers who
had handled the case for the plaintiff,
this constituting the smallest fee
ever awarded to a lawyer in any local
court,' amounting to 16 and
cents
for each. The verdict of the jury,
however, ordained that tflie defendant
should pay the funeral expenses of
the child, amounting to $46. The
child was drowned in a concrete foun- dation hole which had been left tin-a- s
covered. Fmsheid asked for damages
in the sum of $10,000 but the court
decided that, negligence on the part
of the parents was responsible for the
accident.
i!

fifty-sevent-

CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Experience unnecessary. Sel'. our brands
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
for full particulars at. once. Globe
L.
Spokane, Wash., May lo. Eva
Canfield of Grangeville, Idaho, has re- Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.
ceived a license from the commissionTo more thoroughly introduce our
ers of Idaho county to operate a toll
ferry on Salmon river below the .choicest garden seeds wo offer 10 full
mouth of Whitebird creek, thus giving ;five cents packages for oc, postage
her the distinction of being the only paid :
1 Giant Russian Sunflower
5t
ferrywoman in the northwest.
Miss Canfield is thoroughly familiar 1 Mammoth Flat Dutch Cabbage,
asure header
5c
with the stream, is an accomplished
5c
oarswoman and is popular with the il Black Spanish Winter Radish
5c
residents of the district, which means jl Cuban Queen Watermelon
5c
much for the success of her venture. 1 Best Sugar Parsnip
5c
She will establish a fully equipped 1 Purple Top Globe Turnip
1
5c
ferry line to handle passengers and 1 Acme Late Tomato
5c
Hubbard
Squash
freight, and hopes in this way to earn 1
Rocky Ford Cantaloupe Musk-meloher living. She will be pilot of the
5c
craft until it is put upon a basis wher 1
".c
Golden Self Bleaching Celery
it brings sufficient revenue to warrant
the hiring of additional help, in which
50c
event her assistant will be a woman.
at
assortment
This
excellent
valued
The work of loading and unloading
will be done by men, one or more be- half dollar for 10c.
With every order our 50 page cataing stationed on each side of the river.
logue sent free. If you will send with
your order names of five of your
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
friends who would be interested, we
a package of flower
Connection made with Automobile will send you
for
seeds
each.name.
line at Torrance for Roswell, daily.
E. W. FEE,
Automobile leaves Torrance for RosW. Lead Ave.,
4
a.
m.
well at
and arrives at Roswell
Albuquerque. X. M.
at 12. noon. Automobile leaxes Ros
1
arm.
well for Torrance at
and
p.
What Everbody Wants.
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
Everbody desires good health which
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
are
is $5.80 and between Torrance and is impossible unless the kidneys
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- sound and healthy. Foley's Kidney
Remedy should be taken at the first
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Rebound When excellent wore can indication of any irregularity, and a
be done right at home. Consult the serious illness may be averted. FoXew Mexican Binderv.
ley's Kidney Remedy will restore your
kindneys and bladder to their normal
Tf you are in need of anything, try state and activity.
Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
a Xew Mexican Want Ad.
& Co.
IDAHO

WOMAN

NOW

RUNS

2-- 3

also accrued pension.
1910.
Mr. Calaway M. Mathexny, X. M.,
Mr. John A. DeBinion, Silver City,
X. M., granted original pension at the granted an increase in pension at the bailiff, Daniel Pacheco.
rate of $10 per month from Jan. 17, rate of $15 per month from March 10,
"The grand jury for this term are
1910.
follows; Fred McCabe, of Taos, be- 1910.
Mrs. Xancy Jane Xewlan, Clovis, X. ing elected foreman.
Fred McCabe,
Mrs. Maggie Brown, Chetopa, Kan.,
at the Jose L. Gonzales, Timoteo Romero,
of M., granted original pension
rate
the
at
pension
original
granted
Jan. 3, Simon Lopez, Donaciano Archuleta
$12 per month from Feb. 25, 1909; also rate of $12 per month from
1910.
Louis Maestas, Floyd Hamblen, Fran- accrued pension.
X.
M.,
Mr.
Ramos
Jose
Cuba,
Cisco
Pena,
X.
Marcarenas, Polinario Sintas,
M.,
Mr. Roman Blea, Santa Fe,
in pension at the Tobias Lujan, Jose M. Cortez. Cornelio
"
increase
the
at
is the most clever little
granted
of
an
increase
pension
granted
Var-- ' silvered
Coffee Strainer ever invented,
rate of $20 per month from Feb. 15, rate of $15 per month from Oct. 4, Vigil, Adan Martinez, Francisco
1909.
gas, Marcos Romero. Facundo Medina, Get one frpe frQm Dr Sh00Pf Racine
1.910.
Antonio Salazar, Jacinto Trujillo, Fe- - WJs by the Coupon Plan
Mr.
Francisco
Perea,
Albuquerque,
The Co.
Mr. Alfred J. Bolger, Fort Bayard,
Guttman.
new book on
pon and Dr Snoop-X. M., granted an increase of pension X. M., granted original pension at the lipe
jury panel as finally made up Health Coffee sent to
ady re.
at the rate of $17 per month from Feb. rate of $20 per month from Jan. 2S, is "The
.
as follows:
Elfego Belt. Luis;fni
1910.
21, 1910.
Abel.no
Emilo Martinez,
Mr. Phillip H. Poe, Fort Bayard, X. Wemgert
8ec
Dr
Mrs. Catherine G. Bell, Mineral Hill,
Erineo Galvea, Manuel Ross
at
in
M.,
increase
;Barela
g at
pension
Yom. vlsltor or
at
granted
the
X. M., granted original pension
Abriel Garcia, Jose Trujillo, Rafael your husband will declare he is drink-- !
rate of $12 per month from Feb. 24, the rate of $30 per month from Feb.
Tomas RiGarduno,
Baca, Pablo
95. 1Q10
real coffee and yet there is not a
1910.
Gonzales. ing
Simon
Charles
Craig,
vera,
Mr.
Jose Higinio Padilla, Wagon
of real coffee in Dr. Shoop's
grain
Mr. Felicitas P. de Benabides, Taos,
M. Barela. FausX. M granted increase in pen David Struck, Jesus
Coffee. Pure grains, malt, and
Health
X. M., granted original pension at the Mound,
Felibertin Suazo, Alfredo Quintana,
sion
$20 per month from
at
rate
of
the
nuts
Health Coffee its exquisite
1G,
give
from
rate of $12 per month
August
to Jeantett and Juan A. Chavez.
Feb. 23, 1910.
taste
Xo 20 to 30 minutes
flavor.
and
1909.
of
the
"After the impanelling
juries
X. M.,
Mr.
Hermosia,
Reed,
Dolphus
U,U,,B
aae in a nmuue.
"
""""S.
Mrs. Julia A. Bendle, Albuquerque,
called and all
rate the civil docket was
from
it
and get a
your
iTry
grocer
X. M., granted original pension at the granted increase in pension at the
on
trial
cases set for
specified dates,
lb. package
rate of $12 per month from June 2G, of' $15 per month from March 15, 1910. or cases dismissed, unless good cause Pleasant surprise. 1
Mrs. Julia E. Robinson, Tucumcari, was shown
J25c- - Sold by Frank Andrews.
for continuance.
1909; also accrued invalietl.
restoration of pension at the
granted
Mr. Charles Beisenger, Silver City,
"The criminal docket was then call-- j
4,
X. M., granted an increase in pension late of $12 per month from Jan.
ed, the first case being that of the'M'SS ALEXIA DURANT
1909.
BECOMES A BRIDE.
at the rate of $20 per month from
Territory against Jose Fresques Abey- Mr. Ralph R. Riggs, Fort Bayard, X.
with
continued
was
alias
which
1909.
Xov. 8,
tia,
Married at Las Vegas Last Evening
Mr. Juan Cordova, Las Vegas, X. M., M., granted increase in pension at the warrants.
to H. G. Vaughan of Kentucky
Feb.
rate
of
month
19,
from
$24
per
ease
with
of
Ira
"The
Steed,
charged
at
the
granted an increase in pension
Well Known in Santa Fe.
1910.
a
was
dismissed.
stealing colt
rate of $15 per month from Feb. 5,
X. M.,
Mr.
Albino
Jose
Taos,
cases
Suazo,
four
"The
reported
grand
jury
1910.
"As the culmination of a mountain
Mr. Roque Candelaria, Manzano, X. granted increase in pension at the 0f assault with a deadly weapon romance there
occurred in Las Vegas
rate
March
month
10,
of
from
plead-191$15
who
per
Romero,
Epimenio
against
M., granted restoration and increase
last
the
of Miss Columwedding
night
to
The
each
ed
charge.
guilty
judge
of pension at the rate of $10 per
'
to the penitentiary bia Hughes, writer, accomplished muMrs.
Romero
Lucero
Dolores
sentenced
de
Cuba,
Salaz,
month from June 3, 1904, and ending
X. M., granted increase in pension at for not less t'han one year, nor more sician and western ranch woman, and
March 11, 1907, by reason of allowtwo on each charge. The re- H. tttn--G. Vaughan, formerly a resident
ance at $15 per month under the act the rate of $12 per month from April than
,.
"' Vtiof nY'i ,.nf uiF nmiuwj.
ot tne criminal cases are set
mamder
13, 1910.
of Feb. 6, 1907.
under the 110m de plume of
Hughes,
fixed
dates, the court
Mr. Antonio Maria Sanchez, Sebolla, for hearing on
Mrs. Maria Paula Jaramillo de
Alexia Durant, has written extensive
X. M., granted reissue of pension at being desirous to dispose of all cases
X. M., granted original
ly. Her stories are full of human in
the rate of $12 per month from April during this term.
terest and passionate love.
pension at the rate of $12 per month
McFie
considermanifested
"Judge.
from Jan. 20, 1910; also accrued pen- , 1910.
"For several years she has been re
Mrs. Pruencia Pacheca de Sanchez, able and awakening interest in the
sion.
- siding on a ranch on the upper Pecos
busiand
the
criminal
criminal
docket
Mr. Richard E. Doughty, Rodeo, X. Sapello, X. M., granted original pen- jness liable to come before the court. Miss Hughes, coming from the effete
sion at rate of $12 per month from
,M., granted an increase in pension at
He delivered an address for two hours east, quickly adapted herself to the
20. 1909.
the rate of $15 per month from Feb. May Pediro
on their duties. manners of the west. She learned to
Mr.
Sandoval, Watrous, X. to the grand jury
4, 1910.
on the crimes that be an expert horsewoman and a crack
at
dwelling
length
the
rifle and revolver shot. Showing re- Mr. John J. Dimond, Fort Bayard, M., granted increase in pension at
rate of $15 per month from Feb. 3, have been recently committed at markable business
N. M., granted an increase in pension
ability she manPenasco and vicinity, and the necessi1910.
the
affairs
of
her
ranch successaged
at the rate of $30 per month from
of
therefore.
punishment
Mr. Jos. W. Swann, Capitan, X. M., ty
fully. Miss Hughes was born in Illireturned
Feb. 19, 1910.
"The
also
mis
grand
jury
a reissue of, pension at rate
Mr. Robert L. Floyd, Pinos Altos, N. granted
liiuiciineiiis asamst. lormer niieriu nois. She received her musical edu- 24 1910.
from
Feb.
of
month
$24
per
at
of
Francisc0 M Martinez for assaulting cation in Boston and Paris.
pension
M., granted an increase
Mr. Henry F. Sanford, Hachita, X.
.Tna
"Vaughan came to Xew Mexico from
hpaUn
uPrrpra with intent
the rate of $12 per month from March M.,
of pension at theito km with a
reissue
several months ago. His
granted
Kentucky
deadljr weapon namely
20, 1910.
rate ot $24 per month trom et. 21, a biU()geon; Eliseo Fernandez for dis- - Horsemanship, quick wit and genuine
Mr. Andrew J. Galloway, Corona, N.
1910.
LvhiirpiiiP a
nn tho norenn nf fit. manliness won the heart, of the au- M., granted an increase in pension at
Mr.
Antonio
Velarde,
Juan
Sanchez,
MedinaFrancisca Medina for thoress and musician. Friendship rip- the rate of $15 per month from April X. M., reissue at the rate of $15 per
woman
a
named Juanita M. ened into Jove- - Today they came in
attacking
7. 1910.
1910.
month
from
March
4,
(Gonzales and pointing and discharg- - together from Cowles, where Vaughan
MMr. Edwin D. Howell, Carlsbad, X.
Mr.
C. Taylor, Lake Valley, ing a gun at her The next erimillai resides. This afternoon they procured
DeWitt
at
M., granted an increase In pension
X. M.,
reissue of pension at case hear(1 was that against Romual- - a license at the court house and tllie
the rate of $20 per month from March the rate granted
of $15 per month from Feb. 1, ,j0 suazo, who pleaded guilty to the wedding will occur this evening."- 30, 1910.
1910.
charge of assault with a deadlv wean- - Llds veKas Optic.
Mr. John R. Haynes, Bard City, N.
The bride is well known in Santa
X. on ou Teofilo Barela. Court sentenced
Fort
Mr.
Albert
Bayard,
Thomas,
M., granted original pension at the
P"e where she is a
the
at
to
him
M.,
one
the
original pension
frequent visitor.
year,
penitentiary for
rate of $12 per month from Feb. 15, rate granted
of $17 per month from Xov. 6, Francisco Medina also pleaded guilty
1910.
1909.
to drawing and threatening, with a Commander Julius A. Pratt Post No.
Mr. John Hughes, Albuquerque, N.
V. Vandenbarek, Radeo, deadly weapon. He was given tlhirty
143, Dept. III., G. A. R.
Mr.
John
'
M., granted an increase in pension at X.
at
Mr.
in
in
Isaac
fined
increase
Cook, Commander of the
pension
M.,
and
$100 and costs,
days
jail
the rate of $15 per month from March the rategranted
of $20 per month from March in default of paying said fine to be above Post, Kewanee, 111., writes:
7, 1910.
"For a long time I was bothered with
confined until such fine was paid.
28, 1910.
Mr. Alex Johnston, Fort Bayard, X
"A divorce case was also disposed backache and pains across my
X. M.,
Santa
Simon
Mr.
Fe,
Vigil,
M., granted an increase in pension at
increase in pension at the of this week, Maximiano Vallejos neys. About two months ago I start-ratthe rate of $24 per month from Feb.
of $20 per month from Feb. 4, suing for a divorce, on the ground of ed taking Foley Kidney Pills and soon
23, 1910.
1910.
desertion, against Teresa Vallejos. saw they were doing just as claimed. I
Mr. Wm. Kelleher, Fort Bayard, X.
X. M., 'Divorce was granted
and applicant kept on taking them and now I am
W.
Geo.
Mr.
Wells,
Gallup,
M., granted an increase in pension at
free from backache, and the painful
of pension at the rate given custody of their two children.
increase
granted
the rate of $30 per month from Feb. of $20
"The case of
Martinez, bladder misery is all gone. I like
month from Feb. 3, 1910.
per
19, 1910.
William H. Williams, Aztec, X. charged with assaulting and beating ley Kidney Pills so well that I have
Mr. Felipe Ledoux Las Vegas, N.
Juan Herrera was on trial Thursday told
M.,
many of my friends and comrades
granted increase in pension at the
M., granted an increase in pension at
Friday and the case was before about them and shall recommend
25,
March
from
month
of
$20
rate
per
the rate of $12 per month from Feb 1910.
resulting in an ac- - them at every opportunity." Sold by
jthe jury all day
6 oclock lasjt
12, 1910.
qu"al
sht
s
Stripling-Burrow& Co.
abou,t
Mineral
Hill,
Mr. John S. Nelson,
eband serenaded Judge McFie
Mr. Jose Ignacio Lovato, Coyote, N. X. M
at
in
increase
pension
granted
M , granted an increase in pension at
Jast Wednesday evening and were WOULD MAKE LAWYERS
the rate of $15 per month from Feb.
!glven a resPnsive thanking by the
the rate of $15 per month from March 19 1910
GVE .
who complimented the boys
1, 1910.
Mrs. Florence Ward, Albuquerque;!'
Mr. John A. Miller, Alamogordo, X
P
N. M., granted original pension at the "
Spokane, Wash., May' 10. Dundas
at
an
in
' "
Increase
pension
M., granted
.
3,
Henderson
month from April
of Spokane, is making a
l"vv"1:
rate
of
$12
per
f
;:7ffi
the rate of $15 per month from March 1909; also $2 additional for each of
campaign for a legislative enactment,
18, 1910.
which provides among other things
LWO IIllIlUl
avviucu i
UUHUiCU,
Mr. Hilario Marques, Anton Chico, valid
husband's
of
to
date
pension
A book on Rheumatism, and a trial nf nnt. losc fho
nnn
,,
X M., granted original pension at the death.
0
,
. .
treatment
- .
nf Tlr ' Bhrn'o" TJV,amatin tee
from
Dec.
30,
month
$12
of
per
ratp
to
his
Dolores Wallac, Watadmission
of
upon
Mrs
Maria
honesty
j
or tablets- -is being the bar of
1909, and $2 per month from Dec. 30 rous N M., granted original pension Remedy-liq- uid
He says that
Washington.
sufferers by Dr. Shoop, of in view of fte many
ent. free
1909, additional for minor child; also at the rate of $12 per month from Feb.
flagrant breaches
Raclne- - Vvis.
You that are well, get 0f trust the
accrued
widow's
pension.
of
7"l909adoption of such a rule
ltayment
accrued pension.
also
D00K tor some discouraged,
dis- - by the state would result to the
Mr. Lorenzo D. Massey, Clovis, N.
Mr Harvev F. Williams,
Deming, ' ""s
heartened sufferer! Do a simple act vantage of the public, as well as being
M., granted an increase in pension at
the
at
M., granted original pension
of humanity Point out this way to a gain to the legal profession. In sun- the rate of $15 per month from Dec.
quick and
Sur- - port of his contention he cites the
certain relief!
III IM llllll II II
10, 1909.
MMI
Pnse some sufferer, by first get- - case of Alexander H. Gregg, attorney
Mrs. Maria R. G. de Meres, Lacueva, fTO-MGHT
irom me the booklet and the test, at law and former member of the lesrN. M., granted an original pension at
wm
ne
from
month
June
$8
of
rate
the
appreciate your aid. Sold by islature of Washington, who was
per
from
& Co.
, victed in Spokane a few days ago of
27, 1902, and $12 per month
the charge of embezzling funds which
April 19, 1908.
If you want anything on eartn- - try came into his hands through legal
Mrs. Librando R. de Martinez, Taos,
a xew Mexican Want Ad.
matters with which he was connected
N. M., granted original pension at the
19, 190S;
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GllOCEKY AND BAKERY

5--

Mr. J. Kern late of Denver is
now in charge of our

j

"BAKERY DEPARTMENT"

j

first cltis (icniiiiii linker of tunny yeiirs
us a triiil older or niiytliiniryr.it limy
wisli, pluin or fancy.

Mr. Kern is

10,

ents and relatives our heartfelt sym-- j
FOUR HUNDRED DISPATCHERS
TO MEET AT SPOKANE. pathies.
And lie it further resolved, That
MONEY AND METALS,
resolutions be entered on the:
these
From
Every
Two.)
Haqe
Practically
Will Represent
(Continued
en-- i
an
board
New
records
of
the
and
that
York, May 10. Call money
CanaRailroad in United States,
5 per cent; Prime mercantile
The Clarendon t.ardens are reai-- y to
grossed copy of same be sent to the 3
Mexico.
da
and
It 5 per cent; Mexican dolpaper 4
family of the deceased.
supply white carnations for "MothAtchison
D.
lit.
A
70
star
44;
lars
Amalgamated
er's Day."
AYashington,
hunC, May
Spokane, AYash., May 10 Four
1213-8- ;
New York Central
service has been established between 110
Sells House George Draughom has
practic1601-2- ;
Pacific
110
Southern
miles
and
to
Reading
Roswell,
sold his house on Agua Fria street to: dred dispatchers, repressing
United Vaughn
bid; Union Pacific 183
Mrs. Hogle. The consideration was ally every railroad in the
back, .lames AY. Stockard of Roswell, 128
Steel 84
pfd. 118
nominal.
States, Canada and Mexico, will be having been awarded the contract.
New York, May 10. Lead easy,
Train From South Late Santa Fe sruests of the city of Spokane, the
AYashington, May 10. The following
train Xo. 3, the flyer, from the east, Chamber of Commerce and the local postmasters have been commissioned, $4.25 5.35; copper firm, standard spot
arrived in Santa Fe at 11 a. m. this' tiKKnrintion during the annual conven Edward Corbett, Flora Vista. N. M. ; $12.3012.50; July $12.3512.5.-- ; sil
ver 53
forenoon, over an hour ahead of tion of the Train Dispatchers of Amer- - Eugene H. Duffy, Belvidere, N. M
GRAIN. PORK. LARD AND RIBS.
time, but Xo. 10 from the south and ica here, June 21 to 23. Mayor Nelson
west was several hours late.
Chicago, 111., May 10. Wheat July
ivev
io
tne
S Pralt will present
goiuen
juuvjc inHiviutno
Sept. 100
With C. W. Dudrow & Co. Former and the freedom of the city to the
APPOINTED ARBITRATOR. 103
Corn July 58
Sept. 33
Assistant Postmaster Kinsell has ac- delegates and their families and the
30
38
e
Oats
bookForty-Ninas
Sept.
July
a
Between
temporary position
cepted
commercial organization will entertain Controversy
Pork July 22.60; Sept. 22.G2
Western Railroads and Brotherkeeper for C. AY. Dudrow durinug the at a banquet, after which there will
Lard July 12.72
Sept. 12.32
hood of Employes.
absence of Mr. AVakley, who is travel- be a series of excursions to nearby
Ribs July 12.50; Sept. 12.42
ing in the east. Mr. Kinsell expects points. The chief business of the con12.47.
to remain in this city.
AYashington, D. C, May 10. Judge
vention is the proposed amendment to
WOOL MARKET.
Will Make Fine Street Mayor
this
of
L.
E.
William
city
Chambers
which
every
the Standard Rules, by
St. Louis, May 10. AA'ool higher;
will see to it that Hillside ave- railroad in North America runs its was today appointed as one of the
Territory and western mediums 20
nue becomes one of tlhe most attractrains. The recommendations will be three arbitrators of the controversy 23; fine mediums 18 22; fine lltrlti.
tive streets in the city. It will be
e
railroads operating
between forty-ninto the American Kaiiway
LIVESTOCK.
made a sixty foot street and the reported
Pratt has been invit west of Chicago, and the Brotherhood
Mayor
Kansas
May 10 Cattle ReCity,
kinks will be taken out of it. Similar
at
0f Locomotive Firemen and Engineers
ed to deliver the opening address
300 southerns.
8,000,
including
to
ceipts
as
Palace
avenue,
A
upper
P1
procedure
.
Blnekwell.
cC.;v,
Native
v to strong.
stead
Market
would make that street the most de- Uie uise acofivn.
steers $5
president of the Idaho & AYashington;
southern
j steers
8.25;
$6.25
sirable residence street in the city.
Company, has offer7.65; southern cows $3.50 6; native
Go to Board of Trade Meeting To- Northern Railway
courtesy of the
the
visitors
the
ed
cows
and heifers $3.507.60;; stock-ler- s
of
Board
the
This
evening
night
Inland Empire ElecTHEY STAND.
HOW
the
has
as
road,
and
feeders $46.40; bulls $4.25
Trade will meet in the office of the
calves
'6.25;
$3.758.50; western
Santa Fe Water and Light Company. tric Railway system.
National League.
western cows $4
steers
C.
Burkewill present
Postmaster E.
Won. Lost P. C. 6.50. $5.757.75;
his plans for an automobile mail route SANTA FE COUNTY SUED AGAIN.
4
12
.750; Hogs
Pittsburg
Market
10,000.
to Taos, the establishment of which
13
6
.684 ten to fifteenReceipts
. '.
York
New
Bulk $9.25)
(higher.
would be of great benefit to local
(Continued from Page One.)
6
10
.625' 9.45:
Philadelphia
heavy $9.459.50; packers and
business interests.
8
9
.529 butchers
Chicago
Woodmen to Meet Tonight A reg- peration, rest and recreation. James
$9.309.45; light $9.109.40;
S
7
.46
pigs $8.508.90.
ular meeting of the Santa Fe Camp AYallace Raynolds, late superintendent Cincinnati
6
11
.353!
Boston
Market
13514 Modern AYoodmen of America of the New Mexico penitentiary, died.
Sheep
Receipts 7,000.
12
6
. oo
OOfl
St. Louis
lambs
Muttons
steady.
will be held at the Elks hall at 8
$5.507.75;
affairs,
And whereas, the financial
6
14
.300
Brooklyn
fed western wethers and
$7.259.25;
o'clock tonight. Important business
the
of
and
management
discipline
yearlings $6S; fed western ewes
deis to be transacted. A special meeting
penitentiary at the time of his
American League.
$5.507.25.
of this camp will be held at 1::!0 p. m. cease were in the most excellent conC
Won. Lost P.
Mnir Irt Pattlo D:
fhintiPYi Til
tomorrow as the AA'oodmen will attend dition the Ihistory of the institution
4
.12
7n
the funeral of Neighbor Enos from the records, it seems most fitting to make Philadelphia
dccvco
llleiijvcL, aLiutig.
6
. 9
.667 tciyia, ,.juu, Texas
Cleveland
steers
$5.80
r. S. Indian School.
S.55;
$4.906.50;
0
statements.
a few
7
.12
Detroit
Free bowling on Sunday, Monday
western steers $5.107.50; stockers6
. 9
.600
cows and
and Tuesday at the Smoker.
and feeders $4.006.70;
10
. 7
.412
tion at the time Mr. Raynolds took Chicago . . .
heifers $2.757.50; calves $C.006.25.
To Fix Up College Campus It was the
from
were
8
far
10
.
.
.
.
.412
Boston
superintendence'
7,000;
market,
Receipts,
Hogs
officially announced today at St. Mich- satisfactory. He found the fiscal funds Washington
15
6
.
.286
10 to 15 cents higher.
Light $9.35
ael's College that the Peerless team depleted to an unexpected degree and ,gt Ti0uis . .
.2001
3
12
19.60; mixed $9.359.65; heavy $9.35
will begin work at an early date on the was confronted with the necessity of
j 9.62
rough $9.359.45; good to
college campus and put the grounds in closest economy to make ends meet,
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
choice heavy $9.259.62
first class condition.
pigs $9.25
The improve- He left it in the best financial condi-- j
bulk of sales ?9.509.60.
ments will meet with the hearty ap- tion. He found the system of book- National League.
j9.50;
Receipts, 13,000; market,
Sheep
proval of local fans who find the col- keeping employed, obsolete and ineffl- - j Boston at St. Louis.
steady. Natives $4.357.90; western
lege grounds so convenient of access cient. He introduced new and up to
Brooklyn at Pittsburg.
for witnessing a lively game.
date methods of accounting. In a word
$4.507.90;
yearlings $7.108.25;
New York at Chicago.
lambs native $7.25 9.20; western
Six More Prisoners Sheriff Stew- he brought the institution up to the
Philadelphia at Cincinnati.
!$7.509.25.
art and Deputy Sheriff Branard of standard of tlhe best penal establishAmerican League.
Eddy ceAtnty have brought six more ments. As a public officer he has left
prisoners to the penitentiary. Their a mark worthy of emulation and set a
TO THE LADIES OF SANTA FE.
Chicago at Washington.
names and their crimes and sentences precedent to guide his successors.
St. Louis at Boston.
I lhave made arrangements with the
are as follows: John Moore, murder,
Detroit at New York.
AYoinan's Board of Trade to display
Therefore, be it. resolved, That the
09 years; Carlos Garcia,
"Wear-ever- ''
Cleveland at Philadelphia.
Aluminum Cooking Utenlarceny and board of penitentiary commissioners
receiving stolen goods 2 to 3 years; feels with the sincerest regret the
sils at the Library building tomorSylvestre Robles, assault with a dead- death of James AArallace
FOR RENT Five room house on row afternoon between 1 and 6
Raynolds,
ly weapon, 6 months to 1 year; Juan whose untimely decease is a personal Lower San Francisco street, Inquire o'clock
All are cordially invited.
Pablo Ramierez, assault on his wife, loss to the members of this body and at 248 San Francisco street.
C. E. DAVIS AND WIFE.
1 year to 15 months;
bereave
George AValker, to the Territorv an official
forgery, 1 to 2 years; James Moore, ment. That we offer to Mrs. Ray- - ' If you want anything on earth try
If you are in need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
manslaughter 3 to 5 vears.
nolds, her children and to the par- - I a New Mexican Want Ad.
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WE ARE READY TO "SHOW YOU.''
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SPECIAL
SALE

LACES & EMBR0IPER1ES

c

up

fe have just received our new Stock of this

SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroid
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.

hdv nnnns

Qci iomam

I
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n.n

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD
...
Juuip, it u t aiiuj
mine run coal
i

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.
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NEW

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

T0MAS P. DELQAD0 Mgr.

Final

corrick--

GLASS

hack line issxt

s

$SfiL

HACK SERVICE

i

j

VRDONHICKOX STREET, NEAR
MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Y

I

i

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

Annie

BASEBALL.

Prop

Buggies and Saddle Horses

,

n
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2000 Phamplets Mailed to Good Dressers
Read Them
1
mm

i
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"MAY WE
TAILOR YOU?"

Good Tailoring has been the making of many a Man.
A man always succeeds better always get more of the
things he goes after when he is well tailored, than when
he is carelessly dressed.

h::

CLOTHES IS

mm

GOOD TAILORING
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IS

A TRADE!
AN ART!

Our sort of Tailoring wins and holds the patronage of
the best Dressers in this locality. We win by the force
of the merit of our work: Our Cutter is an Artist and
our tailors are the most skillfull craftsmen that money
can employ.
With-al-

l

our prices are not unreasonable when we say

$18.00, $22.50, $25.00 $27.50
$30.00, $32.50 and $35.00
for suits or overcoats of the newest patterns in all wool
fabrics, and styles.
j

a

These Prices will run for

o

fcflff

days
only

COME EARLY AND TAKE FIRST CHOICE

